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Abstract 

 

Lian Tian (Ph.D., Department of Mechanical Engineering) 

Bioengineering Investigations of Pulmonary Vascular Function in Pulmonary Hypertension: In 

Vivo, In Vitro and Modeling Studies 

Thesis directed by Professor Robin Shandas, co-directed by Professor H. Jerry Qi and Professor 

Kendall S. Hunter 

 

 

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is characterized by chronic high blood pressure in the 

pulmonary arteries (PAs) and is an important cause of morbidity and mortality in children and 

adults. During the development of PH, the pulmonary circulation displays significant arterial 

remodeling, which yields changes in mechanical behavior and subsequently, of pulmonary 

vascular function (PVF). Recent clinical findings suggest that knowing the change in PVF is 

important for accurate prognosis of PH and its severity, and may be relevant in developing 

treatment strategies. One clinical effort has focused on the measurement of pulmonary vascular 

input impedance, which can provide comprehensive characterization of PH and the mechanical 

properties and behavior of proximal PAs; these properties strongly affect the impedance and 

right ventricular afterload. In this dissertation, the measurement uncertainty in the pulmonary 

vascular input impedance estimated from pulsed-wave Doppler-measured velocity and pressure 

measurements is examined to provide the guidance for the use of impedance in clinical studies. 

To examine the mechanical properties of proximal PAs, in vitro studies on the arterial 

remodeling including mechanical and histological aspects due to chronic hypoxia in the proximal 

PAs of both adult rat and neonatal calf models of PH are performed to seek mechanobiological 

relation of the proximal PAs. Combining in vitro and in vivo arterial geometry data from main 

PA (MPA) of neonatal calves, the in vivo stretch distribution and collagen engagement in MPAs 



 

 iv  

are examined and the impact of residual stretch and arterial remodeling is then investigated. 

Finally, an approach is proposed to quantify the appropriateness of constitutive models for 

proximal PAs by comparing the predicted and measured pressure-diameter curves in calf MPAs. 

With the constitutive model, the relation between the collagen contribution to the pressure 

loading at the physiological conditions and the PH disease state can be established, and such 

concept can be applied to clinical studies for the diagnosis of PH. Overall, these investigations of 

PVF in PH from in vivo, in vitro and modeling studies can provide a better understanding of 

functional changes of the entire pulmonary circulation, which in turn will be useful to the 

diagnosis and treatment of PH.  
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is characterized by chronic high blood pressure in the 

pulmonary circulation including pulmonary arteries (PAs), pulmonary veins and pulmonary 

capillaries. In the definition of PH proposed by National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 

(http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov), the resting average blood pressure in a normal PA is about 15 mmHg; 

while in PH, the average is usually greater than 25 mmHg at rest and more than 30 mmHg during 

exercise. PH can occur owing to left heart disease, lung disease, hypoxia, recurrent pulmonary 

embolism, drug and toxin, or other unknown causes (Simonneau et al., 2009). Regardless of the 

cause, PH is associated with stiffening of both proximal and distal PAs due to arterial remodeling 

and increasing of right ventricular (RV) afterload, leading to elevated pulmonary vascular 

resistance (PVR), decreased compliance of proximal PAs and eventual failure of the RV 

(Durmowicz and Stenmark, 1999; Stenmark et al., 2006; Weinberg et al., 2004; Hunter et al., 

2008b; Lammers et al., 2008). Due to slow progressive and insidious onset of the PH symptoms 

and similar signs even in later stages to normal heart and lung conditions or other heart and lung 

conditions such as asthma, the diagnosis is thus hard and often delayed or not accurate and this 

results in great difficulties in treating PH if it is at a late stage (http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov). As a 

result, PH is an important cause of morbidity and mortality in children and adults. Therefore, the 

accurate and early diagnosis of PH and its severity and the quick following treatment are very 

important for patients. 

Essentially and ideally, the accurate and early diagnosis of PH and its following treatment 

require knowing the causes of the PH disease in patients, the changes of all the aspects such as 

the structures and functions in the pulmonary circulation of the patients from normal to 
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hypertensive condition and the resulting symptoms of the patients. As a result, there exist many 

categories of disciplines on different levels from molecule to organism, which study the 

structures and the functions of the subjects at each level including the chemical, mechanical and 

physiological behaviors. While each level of study on certain function at that level is equally 

important and connected to other studies, one of our group’s interests focuses on the functional 

behavior of the pulmonary circulation system and the mechanical and functional behaviors of the 

proximal PAs, and this thesis extends the previous studies on the pulmonary vascular function. 

A newly developed method in our group for the diagnosis of PH is to measure the 

pulmonary vascular input impedance using pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler-measured instantaneous 

velocity and pressure measurements; flow is derived from the PW measurement (Weinberg et al., 

2004). This new method is relatively simple and easy to implement especially for pediatric 

patients compared to other techniques. Moreover, the pulmonary vascular input impedance 

calculated from the measurement has shown promise for routine use in the clinical setting 

because the impedance can provide the information about the distal vascular resistance (PVR) 

and the proximal vascular stiffness or compliance (Weinberg et al., 2004; Hunter et al., 2008b), 

and thus can evaluate the arterial disease of the vascular bed (Mcdonald, 1974; Nichols et al., 

1977; Lucas et al., 1988; Finkelstein et al., 1988) and better predict the patients outcome in PH 

than PVR only (Hunter et al., 2008b). Therefore, this new method has shown promise for future 

clinical application in evaluating the pulmonary vascular function from the standpoint of 

standard of care in pediatrics. However, the measurement uncertainty in impedance has not been 

studied comprehensively and rigorously in the literature and the studies on uncertainty is 

required to provide with the guidance for the use of impedance. 
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While the pulmonary input impedance describes the overall behavior of the pulmonary 

circulation system, it mainly depends on the mechanical properties of the elastic proximal PAs 

(Grant and Lieber, 1996). Similar to the distal PAs, the proximal PAs also display significant 

vascular remodeling during the development of PH, and studies have shown that the stiffening of 

proximal of PAs can result in the increase in pulmonary arterial pulse pressure and mean right 

ventricular pressure (Grant et al., 1988) and the proximal PA stiffness can predict mortality in 

patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) (Gan et al., 2007). Therefore, it is important 

to study the mechanical behavior of proximal PAs (Weinberg et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005; 

Lammers et al., 2008) and clinical and basic science studies of the PH disease have begun to 

focus on the mechanical properties and behavior of the proximal PAs. 

In vitro studies on many animal models of PH such as mouse, rat and calf have showed 

that there exist significant histological and mechanical changes in proximal PAs and the changes 

are species dependent. Proximal arterial remodeling in these animals due to PH results in the 

accumulation of smooth muscle cells (SMCs), elastin and collagen, but the fractional increase of 

each component or each arterial layer varies in different studies on different species (Poiani et al., 

1990; Lammers et al., 2008; Kobs et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2001). As a result of the arterial 

remodeling, the arterial mechanical properties have been also found to change by increasing the 

elastic modulus and stiffness of the pure elastin scaffolds and fresh intact tissues (Lammers et al., 

2008; Kobs et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2001; Drexler et al. 2008). A study by Kobs et al. (2005) 

has shown that the in vitro elastic modulus of mouse PAs was moderately correlated to their 

collagen thickness as well as their sum of collagen and elastin thickness. Moreover, the opening 

angle (OA) of the artery at zero-stress state, which characterizes the residual stretches in the 

closed artery ring at no-load state, were found to decrease dramatically in rat PAs due to hypoxic 
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exposure. This is in contrast to our recent study that did not find a significant difference in OA of 

calf main PA (MPA) between control and hypertensive groups (Tian et al., 2010). A recent study 

by our group (Lammers et al., 2010) showed that the calf model was more relevant to the study 

of pediatric PH compared to the rat model, in that the collagen engagement stretch did not 

change significantly in calf and human proximal PAs but decreased significantly in the rat 

proximal PAs from control to hypertensive groups. It would be very useful to have a 

comprehensive comparison of the histological and mechanical aspects of proximal PAs between 

rat and calf and to link these two aspects together to gain more insight into the functional 

changes of the artery in remodeled conditions. 

On the other hand, in vivo studies obtained the pressure-diameter (PD) curves either 

invasively or noninvasively in proximal PAs to directly evaluate their mechanical behavior at the 

physiological conditions. A simple quantity, the ratio of change of pressure to change of 

diameter, was used to represent the elastic stiffness (Ingram et al., 1970). Other quantities such 

as Peterson pressure-strain elastic modulus and dynamic compliance calculated from PD curve 

were also used a lot as a tool for measuring the PA stiffness or compliance (Weinberg et al., 

2004; Santana et al., 2005; Dyer et al., 2006; Zuckerman et al., 1991). Moreover, the area 

distensibility and the relative area change in the proximal PAs were also used to indicate the 

proximal PA stiffness (Gan et al., 2007). All these quantities can change in patients with PH 

from their normal state (Greenfield and Griggs, 1963; Jarmakani et al., 1971; Dyer et al., 2006; 

Reuben, 1971; Gan et al., 2007), which may reflect the change of the mechanical properties of 

the proximal PAs. A validation study by our group showed that the elastic modulus estimated 

from the pressure-diameter curve in calf MPA correlated very well to the in vitro elastic modulus 

and this suggests the useful tool of the PD measurement in the diagnosis of PH (Hunter et al., 
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2010). However, all these quantities derived from the PD measurement can only provide the 

overall mechanics of the artery without any information of the contribution of the arterial 

components such as elastin and collagen to the arterial mechanical behavior. 

It is well known that elastin is dominant in contributing to the mechanical properties in 

the low strain range, and collagen is believed to be dominant in high strain range to prevent 

excessive dilation of artery. Nevertheless, it may be useful to quantify the contribution of each 

component to the arterial mechanical behavior at the physiological conditions from the measured 

in vivo PD curves. To obtain such quantification, the constitutive modeling is an important 

method. There are a few studies (e.g., Zulliger et al., 2004a, b; Rezakhaniha and Stergiopulos, 

2008; Armentano et al., 1995) that predicted model parameters in SEF consisting of elastic and 

collagen from in vitro inflation-extension tested data. However, these studies were on rat carotids 

(Zulliger et al., 2004a, b), rabbit veins (Rezakhaniha and Stergiopulos, 2008) or thoracic aortas 

in dogs (Armentano et al., 1995). A study in our group by Zhang et al. (2005) applied the eight-

chain microstructural constitutive model to pediatric patients to investigate the cross-linking 

density of the molecular chains in proximal PAs in both normotensive and hypertensive 

conditions. But in this study only the overall mechanics of the artery could be known without the 

information of the arterial components such as elastic and collagen. A microstructurally-driven 

constitutive model for proximal PAs was recently proposed by our group by modeling the elastin 

with an orthotropic neo-Hookean material and the collagen with an orthotropic crimped fiber 

material (Kao et al., 2010a). This model correlates the material parameters to the arterial 

histology and can captures well the overall behavior of the artery. However, this model has too 

many material parameters and presents a stiffer response at high stretch range. The work on 

improving the existing constitutive models or proposing more robust constitutive model is still 
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required. And there is a need to examine the behavior of proximal PA components based on the 

measured in vivo data such PD curves via constitutive model that consists of elastin and collagen 

components. 

A big picture for studying the pulmonary vascular function is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

This thesis investigates the pulmonary vascular function in PH from in vivo, in vitro and 

modeling studies in the bioengineering aspect. Specially, the goals of this project are (1) to 

investigate the measurement uncertainty in pulmonary vascular input impedance and 

characteristic impedance estimated from pressure and ultrasound PW Doppler velocity 

measurement, and provide with confidence and guidance for its application of impedance to 

clinical medicine, (2) to compare their changes in arterial remodeling due to chronic hypoxia in 

both adult rat and neonatal calf models of PH, and link the mechanical and histological aspects 

of the proximal PAs to obtain insight into the functional change of the artery in the remodeled 

condition, (3) to investigate the impact of residual stretch and arterial remodeling on the in vivo 

circumferential stretch distribution and collagen engagement in MPA of the neonatal calf model 

in order to provide more information to understand and evaluate pulmonary artery 

hemodynamics, and (4) to establish the relationship between the disease state and the collagen 

contribution to the pressure loading in MPA in the physiological condition of the neonatal calf 

model in order for the future application of such concept to pediatric patients with PH in the 

clinical studies. 
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Figure 1.1. Big picture of the studies on pulmonary vascular function. 

 

Within this thesis, Chapter 2 presents the details of the in vivo measurements in our 

research laboratory of the instantaneous pressure from pressure catheter, the instantaneous flow 

estimated from PW Doppler-measured velocity, and the instantaneous diameter from Ultrasound 

color Motion-Mode tissue Doppler imaging (CMM-TDI) technique. This is followed by the 

description of the fundamentals of error and its propagation which is the basic theory to estimate 

the uncertainties in the measured and calculated quantities. 

Chapter 3 gives a short introduction of the histology of large proximal PAs, and the 

animal models used in the studies for PH. The in vitro geometry measurement and the need to 

account for the residual stretch in arteries and its estimation are then presented. This is followed 

by the material dissection and processing of PA tissues in our laboratory and the mechanical 
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testing scheme for PA tissues. The final section in this chapter is a brief review of the 

constitutive models for nonlinear elastic behavior of large elastic arteries.    

Chapter 4 considers the measurement uncertainty in pulmonary input impedance 

estimated from pressure and ultrasound PW Doppler velocity measurements. We first develop 

the formulations for the calculation of uncertainty in pulmonary input impedance estimated from 

four methods and the corresponding characteristic impedance incorporating both the systematic 

and random errors. By utilizing data from a large pediatric patient population, we then 

comprehensively examine the systematic and random error contributions to the total impedance 

uncertainty and determine the least error prone methodology to compute impedance from 

amongst four different methods.  

Chapter 5 investigates the residual stretches, the geometry and the histology of proximal 

PAs in both adult rat and neonatal calf models of PH, and provides a comprehensive comparison 

of the arterial remodeling in proximal PAs across species in response to chronic hypoxia. A 

mechanical model is proposed and employed to explore the relationship between the mechanical 

and histological aspects of the proximal PAs. 

Chapter 6 investigates the residual stretches in MPAs of neonatal calves and compares 

the results between control and hypertensive groups. With both the in vitro and in vivo arterial 

geometry data, the in vivo circumferential stretch distribution in MPA is determined and the 

collagen engagement is estimated at the in vivo state by applying a two-family collagen fiber 

model.   

Chapter 7 describes the ongoing research work. We hypothesize that collagen 

engagement in MPA and its contribution to carrying the pressure load in the physiological state 

is an index of the disease state of patients. To examine the hypothesis, the neonatal calf model is 
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used in this study. Material parameters in the arterial constitutive models are obtained by fitting 

the model to stress-stain data from in vitro uniaxial tensile test on MPA. Pressure-diameter 

curves are predicted from arterial constitutive models and compared to in vivo pressure-diameter 

data in MPA of calf. The pressure-diameter slope and the diameter differences between the 

model prediction and the measurement are utilized to quantify the goodness of the models. The 

arterial models are then used to predict the collagen contribution to the pressure load, and the 

correlation between the collagen contribution and the disease state will be explored. The future 

work by applying the established concept in the animal model to pediatric patients is then 

discussed. Finally, the summary and conclusion of the whole study in this dissertation are 

presented in Chapter 8 and future work is proposed thereafter.  
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Chapter 2 

 

In Vivo Pressure, Flow and Diameter Measurements in Pulmonary Artery 

and Basics of Error Propagation 

 

 

2.1 Pressure Measurement 

The instantaneous pressure within the middle section of main pulmonary artery (MPA) is 

measured with standard fluid-filled catheters (Transpac IV, Abbott Critical Care Systems, Abbott 

Park, IL, USA). Four different Vivid 5 systems were used, depending on clinical availability; all 

had nearly identical data acquisition characteristics. The recorded pressure-time histories are then 

separated and collected into individual cardiac cycles based on electrocardiographic (ECG) 

gating. 

 

2.2 Flow Estimation from Pulsed-wave Doppler Ultrasound Measurement 

Pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler velocity at the midline of the middle section of MPA is 

measured with a commercial ultrasound scanner (Vivid 5, GE Medical Systems Inc, Waukesha, 

WI, USA) from a parasternal short-axis view as described by Weinberg et al. (2004). Again, four 

different Vivid 5 machines are used, depending on clinical availability. To estimate the flow, we 

also measure the cardiac output (CO) either by Fick’s principle with measured oxygen 

consumption in cases where intracardiac shunts are in place or by thermodilution (Calysto IV, 

Witt Biomedical, FL) as described previously (Weinberg et al., 2004). We recall that the 

instantaneous flow rate )(tQ  is calculated by multiplying the Doppler-measured velocity )(tV  

by a constant area correction factor 

)()( corr tVAtQ = ,                                                        (2.1) 

where the constant corrA is obtained from 
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 VA COcorr = ,                                                         (2.2) 

in which V  is the time-averaged PW Doppler velocity. Note that the above calculation assumes 

that the instantaneous cross-section area is constant over time and the spatial profile of the 

velocity is nearly constant across the vessel (Womersley, 1955), which together have been 

shown previously to be acceptable approximations (Weinberg et al., 2004). The calculated flow-

time histories are then separated and collected into individual cardiac cycles based on ECG 

gating. When the pressure and velocity are measured simultaneously, the pressure-flow data can 

be obtained for impedance calculation. More detail may be found elsewhere (Hunter et al., 

2008b). 

 

2.3 Diameter Measurement from CMM-TDI 

Ultrasound color Motion-Mode tissue Doppler imaging (CMM-TDI) is a newly 

developed noninvasive technique. It is a two-dimensional Doppler echocardiographic 

measurement of instantaneous diameter (Dyer et al., 2006; Hunter et al., 2010). This method has 

been shown to have measurement quantity as good as invasive intravascular ultrasound 

measurement (IVUS), but can be also used for routine follow-up and evaluation of novel 

therapies from which the IVUS is precluded (Dyer et al., 2006).  

CMM-TDI studies are performed using a commercially available scanner (Vivid 5, GE 

Medical Systems Inc, Waukesha, WI, USA). A probe appropriate to patient or animal size (2.5, 

3.5, 5.0, or 10 MHz) is used to access the patient or animal. The ultrasound beam is swept 

through the long axis of the MPA to find the maximal diameter. Then a short-axis view is used to 

obtain CMM-TDI measurements of instantaneous diameter and velocity of both upper and lower 

walls of the MPA.  
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The recorded data are performed offline using custom software (MATLAB, Mathworks 

Inc, Natick, Mass). The program first finds the upper and lower wall boundaries in the M-mode 

image using an image-decimation based method (Hunter et al., 2008a, b). The instantaneous 

diameter was extracted by integrating velocity data from TDI image along the upper and lower 

walls. The extracted diameter-time histories are separated and collected into individual cardiac 

cycles based on ECG gating. The pressure-diameter data can be obtained from the simultaneous 

recording of pressure- and diameter-time histories. More detail on the in vivo CMM-TDI 

measurement and the post-processing can be found elsewhere (Dyer et al., 2006; Hunter et al., 

2008a, b, 2010) 

 

2.4 Basics of Error Propagation 

For N measurements of a variable, jx , the standard random error in jx  is estimated as 

( ) [ ])( 1
1

2R
−−= ∑

=

NNxx
N

i

j

i

jjδ ,                                                   (2.3) 

with (N-1) degrees of freedom (Dieck, 1997). In Equation (2.3), jx  is the average of jx  and the 

superscript R denotes the random error. If the standard systematic error for all the measured 

results of jx  is the same as S

jδ  where the subscript S denotes the systematic error, the standard 

systematic error in jx  is S

jδ  with infinite degrees of freedom (Dieck, 1997). However, if the 

standard systematic error for each n

jx  is ( )
nj

S
δ  which is different for different i, the standard 

systematic error in jx  is then estimated as (Coleman and Steele, 1999) 

( ) ( )1
1

2SS
−= ∑

=

N
N

n
njj δδ ,                                                          (2.4) 

with (N-1) degrees of freedom. The standard total error in jx  is then defined as (Dieck, 1997) 
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( ) ( )
2S2R

jjj δδδ += .                                                           (2.5) 

It is noted that the above-mentioned standard error (random, systematic or total) is for a 68% 

confidence level. 

Consider a general data reduction equation: 

),...,,( 21 Lxxxyy = ,                                                               (2.6) 

with associated standard random errors ( RR

2

R

1 ,...,, Lδδδ ) and standard systematic errors 

( SS

2

S

1 ,...,, Lδδδ ) for each variable, and the associated degrees of freedom ( RR

2

R

1 ,...,, Lvvv ) and 

( SS

2

S

1 ,...,, Lvvv ). Assuming there are no random error/systematic error correlations, the standard 

total error yδ  and uncertainty yu  in y under the first-order Taylor series approximation are 

(ANSI/ASME, 1997; Coleman and Steele, 1999)  

( ) ( ) ∑∑∑∑
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δδδδδ ,                                (2.7) 

yvy tu δ95,= ,                                                       (2.8) 

where ( )
2

jk j
δ δ=  for j=k and is the covariance of the errors in 

j
x  and 

k
x  for j≠k, 95,v

t  is the t 

value from the Student’s t distribution with v  degrees of freedom for a 95% confidence level, 

and v  is the number of degrees of freedom associated with 
y

δ  and is calculated from the 

generalized Welch-Satterthwaite formula that can accommodate the correlated components of 

uncertainty (Willink, 2007): 
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If we have another function, ( )Lxxxzz ,...,, 21= , then the covariance between y and z on 

the first-order approximation is (Freund and Walpole, 1987) 
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We define the contribution of the systematic error to the total uncertainty as 
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Chapter 3 

 

Large Proximal Artery Histology, In Vitro Measurement and Constitutive Models 

 

 

3.1 Histology of Large Proximal Arteries 

The large proximal arteries (PAs) are located close to the heart and are elastic. In general, 

such arteries consist of three layers: tunica intima, tunica media and tunica adventitia. Intima is 

the innermost layer consisting of endothelial cells which are resting on a thin basal membrane. 

This layer is thus very thin at healthy condition and contributes insignificantly to mechanical 

properties of the arterial wall (Holzapfel et al., 2000). However, this inner layer can become 

thicken and stiffen in the disease state and so that the mechanical contribution may not be 

neglected (Holzapfel et al., 2000). The middle layer or the media, is relatively thick and consists 

of smooth muscle cells (SMCs), elastin and collagen fibrils. Due to the dominated elastin and 

collagen components, this layer is resilient and has high strength, and thus is the most significant 

layer to carry mechanical load in a healthy artery (Holzapfel et al., 2000). The adventitia is the 

outermost layer and consists of collagen fibrils, fibroblasts, fibrocytes, nerves and vasa vasorum 

(Holzapfel et al., 2000; Humphrey, 1995, 2002). This layer is about 10% of the arterial wall in 

healthy arteries and is much less stiff than the media at low pressures, however it prevents the 

artery from overstretch and rupture at high pressures (Holzapfel et al., 2000; Humphrey, 1995, 

2002). 

 

3.2 Animal Models 

Due to rare availability of human proximal PA tissues, many animal models such as rat, 

mouse, pig, calf are used to study the changes in PAs from many aspects such as morphology, 

histology and cellular responses during the development of pulmonary hypertension (PH). 
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Although PH can occur due to many causes or be related to many conditions, chronic hypoxia is 

taken as a usual pathologic stimulus in many animal model studies because chronic hypoxia-

induced PH in neonatal animal models can reproduce many characteristics including vascular 

remodeling observed in neonates and infants who have PH (Durmowicz and Stenmark, 1999). 

However, not all the animal models are similar to humans regarding the PA structure at the 

normal state and the structural changes due to PH. In response to chronic hypoxic exposure in 

the rat or mouse model, the adventitial thickening in large proximal PA is early and dramatic, 

while the medial thickening is behind (Stenmark et al., 2006). While in large mammals such as 

calf and pig, early and dramatic thickening of media predominates with less adventitia thickening 

than that in rat or mouse (Belknap et al., 1997; Stenmark and Mecham, 1997; Stenmark et al., 

2006). Moreover, the intimal changes in hypoxic rat or mice are minimal, but the intimal 

thickening in hypoxic neonatal calves can be pronounced (Stenmark et al., 2006). Such 

differences can be due to the more complex cellular composition of the proximal PA in larger 

mammalian species such as calf and pig than in rodent species such as rat and mouse (Stenmark 

et al., 2006). A recent study in our group (Lammers et al., 2010) showed that the change of the 

collagen engagement stretch due to chronic hypoxia from the in vitro mechanical test in neonatal 

calves is more similar to that in pediatrics and that in the rats. These comparison studies show 

that the proximal arterial remodeling in larger mammalian species is more similar to human 

beings than that in rodent species. In this study, both the neonatal calf and adult rat models under 

control and chronic hypoxic conditions are chosen for in vivo hemodynamics measurement and 

in vitro arterial measurement and mechanical testing. PH was induced by hypobaric hypoxia for 

2 weeks at 430 mmHg (4570 m equivalent air pressure) for calves and by hypobaric hypoxia for 

3 weeks at 310 mmHg (17 km equivalent air pressure) for rats.  
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3.3 In Vitro Artery Geometry Measurement 

Proximal PA rings are obtained from animal within 5 hours of its sacrifice. Each ring is 

immediately soaked in Calcium and Magnesium-free NaCl-PBS buffer (0.01M, ionic str. 

0.154M, pH 7.4) at room temperature and photographed to obtain a scaled digital image on the 

cross-sectional area through a Canon camera (EOS Digital Rebel XTi, Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) 

with Canon Macro Lens (Canon Macro Lens EF 100mm 1:2.8 USM). Each ring is then cut once 

along the radial direction to obtain the stress-free state and photographed again on the cross-

sectional area after two minutes to allow for possible viscoelastic relaxation. No changes can be 

observed in the cross-sectional shape of the sectors (or the opened rings) after the rings had been 

cut for two minutes. 

Ring and sector edge lengths are determined from tracing their images in a custom-

written MATLAB image-processing code (MATLAB, The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). 

In general, the arterial ring has a clearer edge definition on the inner wall than on the outer wall; 

thus the inner wall circumferential length is always traced. For the sector, both the 

circumferential lengths of inner and outer walls are traced, and the opening angle (OA) of the 

sector is obtained directly from the image of the opened sector by calculating the angle between 

two lines connecting the mid-point of the inner wall to its two tips (Liu and Fung, 1988; Fung 

and Liu, 1989, 1991, 1992), or the 3-point measurement. The thicknesses of the artery at six 

different circumferential locations of the ring or sector are measured and averaged as the 

thickness of the ring or sector. 

 

3.4 Residual Stretch in the Artery 

It is well known that the cut-open tissue is possibly in a stress-free state, while the 

unloaded arterial tube has residual stretches (Vaishnav and Vossoughi, 1983; Chuong and Fung, 
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1986). Because of these, there can be much difference in the predicted in vivo stress-strain state 

between accounting for and not accounting for the residual stretches (Chuong and Fung, 1983, 

1986; Rachev, 2003). Figure 3.1 illustrates the arteries after being cut along the longitudinal 

direction with two possible configurations and the closed arterial ring at no-load state. As the 

ring is cut radially, it opens up and can even turn inside out for some arteries as shown in Figure 

3.1(b). Since the opening configuration of the artery in general is not a perfect shape of circular 

sector, obtaining an OA from a 3-point measurement (denoted as OA
1
) may yield large errors in 

the estimation of residual stretch (Li and Hayashi, 1996). Alternately, a second method can be 

adopted to calculate OA by using the geometry data of the opened sector (denoted as OA
2
). 

Under this method, we assume a perfect circular sector having the same lengths of inner and 

outer walls and thickness as the sector of the real arterial tissue and calculated the opening angle 

of the imagined perfect circular sector. Using the geometry of the circular sector (Chuong and 

Fung, 1986; Han and Fung, 1996; Matsumoto and Hayashi, 1996), the opening angle of the 

imagined perfect circular sector can be expressed as 

                        ( ) HLL io 2OA2
−−= π ,     if 

io LL > , 

( ) HLL oi 2OA2
−+= π ,     if 

io LL < ,                                                  (3.1) 

where iL , oL  and H  are the lengths of inner and outer walls and the thickness of the sector, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.1. The cross-sectional representations of arteries (a) at stress-free state with OA < 180
0
, 

(b) at stress-free state with OA > 180
0
, and (c) at no-load state. 
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The artery may be considered as incompressible (Carew et al., 1968; Chuong and Fung, 

1984). As the opened sector deforms to a closed ring at the no-load state (no inner pressure and 

no axial traction, Figure 3.1(c)), the incompressible condition leads to (Chuong and Fung, 1986; 

Han and Fung, 1996) 

                         ( ) ( )OA42222
−−=− ππλ )( iiz LLrr ,    if io LL > ; 

( ) ( )ππλ −−=− OA42222 )( LLrr iiz
,     if 

io LL < ,                                (3.2) 

where r  is the radius of an arbitrary point in the ring, L  is the corresponding circumferential 

length inside the sector, and 
zλ  is the longitudinal stretch of the ring. The circumferential stretch 

at this arbitrary point of the ring is then defined as 

( ) Lrr πλ
θ

2= .                                                                      (3.3) 

For the ring in its no-load state, the inner diameter of the ring is calculated from the 

measured length of inner wall ( il ): πii lr == 2ID . The longitudinal stretches calculated from 

Equation (3.2) using all the measured geometry data of the ring and sector were very close to 

unity for all the arteries. Within the measurement error, it is appropriate to assume the 

longitudinal stretch to be unity (Chuong and Fung, 1986; Han and Fung, 1996). The stretch thus 

calculated by Equation (3.3) is called the residual circumferential stretch of the artery at no-load 

state. Applying Equation (3.3) to the inner and outer walls, the residual circumferential stretched 

at the inner and outer wall can be calculated directly from the measured dimensions of the sector 

and ring:  

 
ii

i
Ll=

θ
λ ,               ( ) oi

o Lhl πλ
θ

2+= ,                                    (3.4) 

where h  is the measured thickness of the ring. 
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3.5 Tissue Dissection, Processing and In Vitro Mechanical Testing 

During the tissue dissection, arteries are inspected for holes, tears, branch points, and 

loose connective tissue is removed before the mechanical test. Fresh rectangular strip samples 

are taken in both circumferential and longitudinal directions of proximal PAs and are 

mechanically tested within 24 hours of the animals’ sacrifice. The testing is conducted in 

Calcium and Magnesium-free NaCl-PBS buffer (0.01M, ionic str. 0.154M, pH 7.4) at 36
0
C in a 

universal material testing system (MTS insight II, MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN). 

The specimens undergo ten loading and unloading cyclic uniaxial tensile test with a constant 

crosshead speed of 1% per second in stretch ratio, and the force-strain data are taken from the 

tenth loading cycle. An approximately square arterial tissue with the directions of the edges 

corresponding to the longitudinal and circumferential directions is obtained from the proximal 

PAs for the biaxial testing in the user-built planar biaxial tester which is similar to the design by 

Sacks (1999). In this testing system, the square issue is held by two custom hooks for fresh tissue 

or two custom mini-clamps for pure elastin tissue on each edge of the tissue. Four small circular 

dots on the face of the intima side are used to track the deformation of the tissue by using optical 

device. The tissue undergoes several sets of ten loading and unloading cyclic tests with different 

maximum stresses in each set at different directions, i.e., circumferential and longitudinal 

directions. More details can be found in a reference (Kao et al., 2010b). 

After being tested, the fresh tissues are processed into elastin-only scaffolds using the 

CNBr-formic acid-digestion procedure outlined by Lu et al. (2004). Briefly, fresh arteries are 

submerged in a 70% formic acid, 50 mg/mL Cyanogen Bromide (CNBr) solution and gently 

stirred for 19 hours at room temperature followed by 1 hour at 60ºC. The samples are then boiled 

for 10 min. to remove any residual CNBr. The digestion solution is then decanted and the tissue 
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is rinsed with distilled water followed by adjustment of solution pH to 7.4. Previous work has 

confirms that CNBr-formic acid-digestion of PA tissue results in elastin tissue scaffolds of high 

purity (Lammers et al., 2008). The purified elastin tissues are then tested with the same 

procedure as that for the fresh tissue. 

     

3.6 Constitutive Models for Large Proximal Arteries 

Constitutive models, either phenomenological or structural, have been proposed to 

describe the mechanical properties of large elastic arteries. Many of these models assume the 

artery to be one-layered, homogeneous and elastic, and only the overall mechanics of the artery 

is described, i.e., no structural information of the artery is considered. Examples are the 

polynomial strain-energy functions (SEF) by Vaishnav et al. (1973), exponential SEF by Fung 

and co-authors and Humphrey (Humphrey, 1995; Chuong and Fung, 1983; Fung et al., 1979), 

and logarithmic SEF (Takamizawa and Hayashi, 1987). More details can be found in the review 

studies (Humphrey, 1995; Holzapfel et al., 2000). Eight-chain orthotropic element model, based 

on statistical mechanics, was proposed by Arruda and Boyce (1993) for isotropic hyperelastic 

materials and then revised by Bischoff et al. (2002a, b) to describe the orthotropic behavior. It 

was recently applied to rat proximal PA tissues to study the cross-linking and entanglement in 

the extracellular matrix (ECM) such as elastin and collagen (Zhang et al., 2005). However, this 

model would be suitable for homogeneous materials such as rubber which is not the case for 

artery because artery is a composite material consisting of elastin, collagen, SMC and other 

ground matrix. And the molecular fibers in elastin and collagen have different properties and 

may have different cross-linking and entanglement. Therefore, the eight-chain orthotropic 

element model actually characterizes the overall mechanical properties of the elastic and 

collagen fibers and is more accurately said to be a phenomenological model. 
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As the structural components of artery is studied and revealed more and more, there 

exists more knowledge on the arterial component such as elastin and collagen, and some 

structure-based constitutive models have been developed. A two-term structural SEF was 

proposed by Holzapfel and co-authors as (Holzapfel et al., 2000; Holzapfel and Weizsäcker, 

1998), 

anisoiso ψψψ += ,                     (3.5) 

where the subscripts iso and aniso denote for isotropic and anisotropic SEFs, respectively. The 

first term in Equation (3.5) is associated with the elastin and other non-collageneous ground 

matrix and is assumed to have the neo-Hookean form as (Holzapfel et al., 2000; Holzapfel and 

Weizsäcker, 1998) 

( ) 231iso −= IGψ ,                      (3.6) 

where G  is the shear modulus and 321 += trEI  is the first variant with E  being the Green-

Lagrange strain tensor. The second term in Equation (3.5) is associated with the two-family 

collagen fibers embedding in the plane perpendicular to the radial direction and being symmetric 

with respect to the longitudinal axis. In a study by Holzapfel (2006), the exponential ‘Fung-type’ 

SEF is adopted to characterize the orthotropic behavior of collagen fiber and can be expressed in 

two-dimensional form as 

            ( )[ ]12 221112

2

2222

2

1111aniso −++= EEcEcEcC expψ ,                     (3.7) 

where 0>C  is a stress-like parameter that determine the force-sustaining ability of collagen in 

the low strain region, 
11c , 

22c  and 
12c  are non-dimensional parameters, and 

11E  and 
22E  are the 

Green-Lagrange strains in circumferential and longitudinal directions, respectively. For this SEF, 

there exist several inequality constraints on the model parameters (see Appendix A): 

       02

122211 >− ccc ,   011 >c ,    022 >c  ,   012 >c ,                      (3.8) 
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( ) ( )11 22 12 11 22

1
Max , 2Min ,

2
c c c c c≤ ≤  .                                 (3.9)    

In another study by Holzapfel et al. (2000), the exponential function is used to describe 

one-family collagen fibers and the anisotropic SEF is proposed to have the from as 

( )[ ]{ }∑
=

−−=

64

2

2

2

1
64aniso 11

2 ,

exp),(
i

iIk
k

k
IIψ ,                          (3.10) 

where the invariants 4I and 6I  are the squares of the stretches in the two collagen fibers 

directions, respectively, and 01 >k  and  02 >k  are material parameters. 

Similar SEF is assumed for each layer of the artery (media, adventitial and/or intima), but 

the material parameters can be different for each layer (Holzapfel et al., 2000). This model has 

been extended further to account for the fiber dispersion by adding more parameters, interested 

readers are referred to a review study in a book chapter by Holzapfel (2008).  

Another structural model was proposed by Zulliger et al. (2004a). This model adopts the 

engagement density function for the two-family collagen fibers with each individual fiber’s SEF 

assumed. The isotropic part assumes a nonlinearly elastic material for elastin and is proposed as 

(Zulliger et al., 2004a) 

elastinelastiniso ψψ f= , ( )
23

1elastin 3
/

−= Icψ ,                 (3.11) 

where elastinf is the area fraction of elastin and c  is the elastic constant for pure elastin. The 

anisotropic part is written as collcollaniso ψψ f= , where collf  is the area fraction of collagen and 

collψ  is a SEF representing the collagen fibers. An individual collagen fiber is assumed to have 

the SEF (Zulliger et al., 2004a):  
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where λ  is the stretch ratio in the fiber direction, 
collc  is the Young’s modulus of the collagen 

fiber, and 0λ is the lower bound below which the collagen fibers do not carry any load. And the 

log-logistic probability distribution function ( fiberρ ) is selected to describe the income 

distribution of collagen fibers (Zulliger et al., 2004a), i.e., 
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where 0>k  defines the shape of the distribution and 0>b  is a scaling parameter. The model 

sets 10 =λ  such that the collagen fibers won’t carry any load if the stretch in the collagen fiber 

direction is not greater than 1. 

Thus, the SEF for one-family collagen fibers is calculated through the convolution 

integral: 

( ) dxxx )()( −=∗= ∫
∞

∞−
λρψρψλψ fiberfiberfiberfibercoll .                (3.14) 

And the total anisotropic part of SEF is expressed as 

( ) ( )[ ]11 6coll2
1

4coll2
1

collaniso −+−= IIf ψψψ .    (3.15) 

The influence of smooth muscle cells is also studied in some constitutive modeling 

studies (Zulliger et al., 2004b; Fridez et al., 2002; Humphrey and Wilson, 2003; Rachev and 

Hayashi, 1999; Stålhand et al., 2008). Some of these studies applied the models including SMC 

effect to carotids of rats (Holzapfel, 2008; Fridez et al., 2002), which do have some considerable 

SMC effect and thus the model agreed well with the experimental results at some degree. 

However, for large proximal arteries close to the heart, the SMC effects may be not as significant 

as in carotids. Currently there is still no appropriate constitutive model applied to proximal PAs. 
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3.7 Arterial Stress and Pressure Calculations 

Under the incompressibility condition, the SEF can be expressed in a two-dimensional 

form, and the Cauchy stresses are calculated as follows (see Appendix B) 

11

2

13311
E∂

∂
=−

ψ
λσσ ,                   

22

2

23322
E∂

∂
=−

ψ
λσσ ,                       (3.16) 

where 
1λ  and 

2λ  are the stretches ratios in the circumferential and longitudinal directions, 

respectively, and 2)1( 2

111 −= λE  and 2)1( 2

222 −= λE . 

When the artery is loaded with inner lumen pressure but without traction on outer surface, 

the lumen pressure can be obtained by integrating the equilibrium equation in the radial direction 

(Holzapfel et al., 2000) and is expressed as 

      ( )∫ −=
o

i

r

r
rr

r

dr
P σσ

θθ
.                                                                (3.17) 

Here, the cylindrical coordinate system is used and the first equation in Equation (3.16) can be 

substituted into Equation (3.17) with the subscripts 1 and 2 replaced by θ  and r , respectively. 

The pressure-diameter curve of artery under lumen pressure condition is then produced from 

Equation (3.17). And the pressure-diameter curve can be used to estimate the mechanical 

behavior of the artery and for the comparison with the in vivo measurement to validate the 

constitutive model. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Measurement Uncertainty in Pulmonary Vascular Input Impedance and Characteristic 

Impedance Estimated from Pulsed-wave Doppler Ultrasound and Pressure: Clinical 

Studies on 57 Pediatric Patients 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a subcategory of pulmonary hypertension (PH), 

is an important cause of morbidity and mortality in children and adults. PAH is characterized by 

high blood pressure in the pulmonary circulation that yields increases in right ventricular (RV) 

afterload, and is associated with arterial remodeling and eventual failure of the RV. Current 

diagnosis of PAH is executed through the measurement of pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR), 

which is the viscous hydraulic opposition to the mean blood flow. However, PVR, a measure 

based on the assumption of steady hemodynamics, can only provide limited information about 

overall pulmonary vascular function due to its neglect of the pulsatile components of blood flow 

(Grant and Lieber 1996; Weinberg et al., 2004). Alternatively, pulmonary arterial (PA) input 

impedance (Z), which represents the opposition to both the mean and pulsatile components of 

flow, has been shown to be a much better measure of RV afterload and to better characterize 

pulmonary vascular function (Milnor et al., 1969; Milnor, 1975; Grant and Lieber, 1996; 

Weinberg et al., 2004). Perhaps as a result, it also better predicts clinical outcomes (Hunter et al., 

2008b). The correct measurement of input impedance is thus highly important for accurate 

diagnosis of PAH. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used to evaluate the blood flow 

very accurately through ensemble imaging. However, this technique does not provide beat-to-

beat measurements of flow, and thus cannot assess the biological variability. Additionally, MRI 

is very expensive and time-consuming, and thus is not routinely used in most hospitals or 

research centers in USA. Recently, our group has developed a new method to measure 
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impedance using pulsed-wave (PW) Doppler-measured instantaneous velocity and pressure 

measurements; flow was derived from the PW measurement (Weinberg et al., 2004). This new 

method is relatively simple and easy to implement especially for pediatric patients compared to 

other techniques, and has shown promise for future clinical application in evaluating the 

pulmonary vascular function from the standpoint of standard of care in pediatrics. 

 Impedance has shown promise for routine use in the clinical setting. The impedance at 

the zero-frequency harmonic (Z0) correlates well with the distal vascular resistance (PVR). Some 

have postulated that the first harmonic (Z1, Weinberg et al., 2004) or the sum of the first two 

harmonics (Z1+Z2, Hunter et al., 2008b) is representative of pulmonary vascular stiffness. 

Notably, this impedance sum has been shown to better predict pediatric patient outcomes in PAH 

(Hunter et al., 2008b). On the systemic side, the increase of systemic input impedance modulus 

and the shift of the first minimum impedance modulus and phase to higher harmonic have been 

used to represent the stiffening of ascending aorta (Milnor, 1975). The wave reflection, which is 

estimated as the difference between maximum and minimum input impedance, has been 

associated with left heart failure (Pepine et al., 1978). Others have proposed the use of the 

characteristic impedance, which provides an indirect measurement of vascular compliance and 

has been used to evaluate the arterial disease of the vascular bed (McDonald, 1974; Nichols et 

al., 1977; Lucas et al., 1988; Finkelstein et al., 1988). The characteristic impedance can only be 

estimated through the measured input impedance due to the presence of reflected waves (Bergel 

and Milnor, 1965; McDonald, 1974; Grant and Lieber, 1996). In a word, the ventricular afterload 

is better defined by the impedance spectrum rather than pressure or ventricular wall stress (Patel 

et al., 1963; Milnor, 1975; Nichols et al., 1980).  
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Clearly the uncertainty associated with each of the pulmonary vascular uses noted above 

is important to the clinical application of this routine PW and pressure measurement. There are 

systematic errors (or biases) associated with the measuring instruments, analytical random error 

introduced by the chance fluctuations in the environment or other factors from one measurement 

to the next (Dieck, 1997; Coleman and Steele, 1999), and biological random error due to the 

individual’s variation around their homeostatic state; these errors will be propagated to the input 

impedance. As a result, the measured input impedance may have very large uncertainty, 

especially at high harmonics. Precisely quantifying the uncertainty in input impedance can 

provide confidence and guidance for its application to clinical medicine. In previous work by our 

group (Weinberg et al., 2004; Hunter et al., 2008b), only the random error was considered in 

calculating the uncertainty in input impedance. To the best of our knowledge, no work has been 

published that comprehensively studies the uncertainty in the input impedance as measured by 

the combination of PW Doppler-approximated instantaneous flow and invasively-measured 

pressure. Therefore, the goals of this study were 1) to develop formulations for the calculation of 

uncertainty in input impedance incorporating both systematic and random errors, 2) to 

investigate the uncertainty in input impedance and determine up to which harmonic of 

impedance that can be used properly for clinical application, and 3) to determine if the 

characteristic impedance, which is calculated from the higher harmonics of impedance, may be 

accurately used from these measurements.   

 

4.2 Methods 

We first studied the systematic uncertainty in the pressure and flow spectra moduli by 

comparing each systematic uncertainty to its respective spectrum modulus for each harmonic up 

to the tenth. The contribution of the systematic error to the total uncertainty in input impedance 
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was then investigated to see if the systematic error was negligible. Thirdly, the percent total 

uncertainties in input impedance calculated from four different methods were compared to 

determine the method with the lowest percent total uncertainty. Finally, systematic uncertainty in 

the pressure and flow spectra moduli and total uncertainty in input impedance were compared 

between normotensive and hypertensive groups to explore how the uncertainty was affected by 

patient condition. 

 

4.2.1 Clinical Data Acquisition 

 After institutional review board approval and informed consent and assent had been 

obtained, clinical data were obtained during routine cardiac catheterization of patients as part of 

their regular evaluation and treatment at the Children’s hospital in Denver, CO. A total of 57 

patients (median age 6.46 y, range 0.33-21 y, 25 females) were considered, of whom 13 patients 

were with normal mean PA pressures (median age 5.69 y, range 0.92-16 y, 9 females) and 44 

patients with PAH (median age 6.68 y, range 0.33-21 y, 16 females). The data used for 

calculation in this study were obtained at a room air (baseline) condition for all patients, i.e., no 

vasoreactivity data were used. 

 The pressure and PW Doppler velocity within the middle section of main PA (MPA) 

were measured simultaneously as described in Chapter 2. By performing anatomic assessment of 

MPA as well as color Doppler flow imaging prior to PW Doppler imaging, the angle between 

flow in the MPA and the ultrasound beamline (i.e. the Doppler angle) was minimized. For the 

purpose of error estimation, we assume that the Doppler angle was always less than 5 degrees for 

all clinical measurements; this results in less than 0.4% error in the Doppler signal, which was 

not considered in our study. Cardiac output (CO) at room air condition was measured three times 

for each patient with the measurement method described in Chapter 2, and the mean CO was 
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used for calculations. As described in Chapter 2, the instantaneous flow rate )(tQ  was calculated 

by multiplying the Doppler-measured velocity )(tV  by a constant area correction factor 

)()( corr tVAtQ = ,                                                        (4.1) 

where the constant corrA is obtained from 

 VA COcorr = ,                                                         (4.2) 

in which V  is the time-averaged PW Doppler velocity.  

 

4.2.2 Systematic Uncertainty in Pressure and Flow Spectra Moduli and Phases 

 For N time-domain measurements of pressure, )(nP , the spectrum for this quantity 

waveform is obtained by applying the discrete Fourier transform as 
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where the overhat indicates a Fourier-transformed quantity, and k is an integer and denotes the 

zero-frequency harmonic of the spectrum when 0=k  and the kth harmonic of the spectrum 

when 2)1(1 −≤≤ Nk . 

The systematic error in pressure arises from offset, accuracy of the transducer sensitivity, 

digital-to-analog conversion, etc. The offset of transducer and the error in the transducer 

sensitivity are both small compared to the resolution of the digital-to-analog conversion 

performed by the ultrasound system (Vivid 5). Therefore the error considered in this study is due 

to digital-to-analog conversion and thus depends on the type of digital-to-analog converter used 

in the ultrasound system. The standard systematic error in pressure in the time domain is thus 

constant (denoted as S

Pδ ) for all the pressure data points in the same patient and there is no 

correlation between any two pressure data points. As a result, the standard systematic errors in 
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the real part, )(ˆ
R kP , the imaginary part, )(ˆ

I kP , the modulus, )(ˆ kP , and the phase, )(kPφ , of 

)(ˆ kP  for a cardiac cycle with N time-domain data points are calculated by using the theory in 

Section 2.4 as:  
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For velocity, the standard systematic error is constant (denoted as S

Vδ ) for all the velocity 

data points in the same patient and there is no correlation between any two velocity data points. 

The systematic error in velocity considered here is a function of the pulse repetition frequency 

(PRF), which is changed for each subject to maximize velocity range. Thus the error can be 

different for different patient. However, each flow data point is calculated from Equations (4.1) 

and (4.2). The standard systematic error of a flow is calculated by using the theory in Section 2.4 

as 
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δδδ  is the standard systematic error in the area 

correction factor, corrA , S

COδ  is the standard systematic error in cardiac output and is obtained 

from the cardiac output instrumentation manufacturer (Calysto IV, Witt Biomedical, FL), Nj is 

the number of time-domain data points in the jth cardiac cycle, and M is the number of cardiac 

cycles. The covariance of the systematic error in )( 1nQ  and )( 2nQ  based on Equation (2.10) is 
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As a result, the standard systematic errors associated with flow spectrum quantities can not be 

reduced to simple forms as pressure as shown in Equations (4.4) and (4.5).  

With the standard systematic errors for pressure and flow spectra moduli, we defined the 

mean percent systematic uncertainty in the spectrum modulus at the kth harmonic for a patient as 
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where )(kf j  denotes the modulus of pressure or flow spectrum at the kth harmonic and the 

number 2 in the above equation is to transfer the standard systematic error which is for a 68% 

confidence level to the systematic uncertainty for a 95% confidence level. 

 

4.2.3 Input Impedance and the Uncertainty 

The input impedance is defined as 

 
)(ˆ

)(ˆ
)(

kQ

kP
kZ = .                                                         (4.9) 

Given M cardiac cycles of pressure and flow data, we determined four different methods to 

calculate the input impedance modulus )(kZ  and phase )(kφ  and the associated uncertainties. 

Since the random analytical error and random biological error can not be separated, these two 

errors are combined together and denoted as the random error. It is noted that the random error in 

cardiac output was not considered since the three measured values of cardiac output are quite 

close. The four methods of calculation and the corresponding data reduction equations ,...),( yxf  

are: 
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Method 1. Average of the absolute values or arguments of the complex ratio:       
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In the notation, )(xArg  denotes the principal argument of the complex number, x, and is between 

π−  and π . 

Method 2. Absolute value or argument of the average of the complex ratio: 
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where ( )xyArctan  is the inverse tangent of y/x and is restricted to the range of [ π− ,π ]. Re(x) 

and Im(x) denote the real and imaginary parts of x, respectively. Note that there is no covariance 

of random errors in x and y, but the covariance of systematic errors in x and y is considered. 

Method 3. Ratio of the averages of the absolute value or difference of the average phases: 
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where C is a constant (0, π2 , or π2− ) which assures the calculated phase angle )(k3φ  to be 

within the principal argument range of [ π− ,π ]. Note that there is no covariance of random or 

systematic errors in x1 and y1 or in x2 and y2 for x1 and y1 or x2 and y2 are independent. 
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Method 4. Ratio of the absolute values of the complex average or phase difference of the 

complex averages: 
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Note that there is no covariance of random errors in any two variables of x1, y1, x2 and y2, but the 

covariance of systematic error in x1 and y1 or in x2 and y2 is calculated. 

Mathematically, the above four methods apply the non-associative operators of average, 

absolute or argument, and ratio (division) to obtain modulus or phase. As a result of the operator 

non-associativity, propagation of error is different for each method. The above four methods 

represent all possible ways to calculate the impedance given the definition of impedance by 

Equation (4.9). For the first two methods, the complex impedance for each cycle is first 

calculated. Then, in method 1 the impedance modulus and phase of each cycle are calculated 

before the average values are obtained. In contrast, the average complex impedance is obtained 

first for all the cycles in method 2 and then the impedance modulus and phase are calculated. In 

methods 3 and 4, the average spectra moduli and phases for pressure and flow are calculated 

separately before the impedance modulus and phase are obtained. In method 3, the pressure and 

flow spectra moduli and phases are calculated before the average spectra moduli and phases are 

obtained, while in method 4, the average pressure and flow spectra are obtained for all the cycles 

before the pressure and flow spectra moduli and phase are calculated. 
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 We define the percent total uncertainty in impedance modulus as the total uncertainty 

divided by the modulus as shown previously. However, use of this definition with phase will 

lead to huge percentage because the phase can be very small. Thus, the percent total uncertainty 

in impedance phase is defined as the total uncertainty divided by π2 . 

 

4.2.4 Characteristic Impedance 

Many methods exist in the literature to estimate the characteristic impedance (Bergel and 

Milnor, 1965; McDonald, 1974; Finkelstein et al., 1988; Weinberg et al., 2004; Segers et al., 

2007) from experimental measurements. However, the superiority of any single method has not 

been established. The characteristic impedance is estimated here by averaging the impedance 

moduli from the first minimum up to the eighth harmonic, ( ) NZZZC 8minimumst 1 ++= ... , 

where N is the number of impedance moduli in the calculation. The uncertainty in characteristic 

impedance is calculated through the error propagation for each method.   

 

4.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

 All the data are presented as mean ± SD unless specified otherwise. The one-way 

ANOVA test was used to compare the mean contributions of systematic uncertainty to the total 

uncertainty in impedance from the four methods, and to compare the mean percent total 

uncertainty in impedance from the four methods. The paired t-test was performed to identify 

differences of the means of the percent total uncertainty in impedance between any two methods. 

The two-sample t-test and equivalence test were used to compare the uncertainties between 

normotensive and hypertensive groups. The confidence level was set at 95% for all tests. Finally, 

we chose 20% error as our maximum acceptable error, and showed this 20% demarcation as a 

line in many results. 
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4.3 Results  

4.3.1. Pooled Data 

The bias for pressure, S2 Pδ , varies modestly due to the four different ultrasound systems 

and has an average of 0.385 ± 0.009 mmHg for all the patients. The bias for velocity, S2 Vδ , varies 

patient-to-patient due to changes in the velocity range and pulse repetition frequency settings 

during acquisition of the spectral image and has an average of 1.13 ± 0.26 cm/s for all the 

patients. The bias for cardiac output, S

CO2δ ,  is 10% of the cardiac output (CO).  

In general, the modulus of the pressure or flow spectrum decreases quickly as the 

harmonic number increases for the first several harmonics, and exhibits small oscillations within 

the higher harmonic region (> fourth harmonic). As a result, the modulus can be smaller than the 

systematic uncertainty at a certain harmonic, but larger than the systematic uncertainty at the 

next higher harmonic. Presumably due to the biological variation and random process of the 

measurement, it is also possible that moduli at a harmonic from one or several measured cardiac 

cycles for a patient are smaller than the associated systematic uncertainty, but the moduli 

computed for other cycles are larger than the systematic uncertainty at that harmonic.  

 The percent systematic uncertainties in pressure and flow spectra moduli are shown in 

Figure 4.1 plotted using the boxplot function in Matlab (Similar plots for following figures 

unless specified otherwise). For each box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box 

are the 25th ( 1q ) and 75th percentiles ( 3q ). The + symbols represent the outliers that are outside 

the whisker range [ )(5.1 131 qqq −−  )(5.1 133 qqq −+ ] (Turkey, 1977; McGill et al., 1978). For 

pressure (Figure 4.1(a)), the averages are 0.13% ± 0.06%, 0.75% ± 0.48%, 1.7% ± 1.1%, 5.7% ± 

4.9% and 5.6% ± 4.6% for the zero-frequency, first, second, third and fourth harmonics 

respectively. The error clearly increases from the fifth to the eighth harmonic; the median of 
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these errors is still below or at 20%, but select patients have errors over 20% or even 50%. For 

the ninth and the tenth harmonics the error medians are over 30% and there are many data points 

that exceed 100%, with several outliers over 200%. For flow (Figure 4.1(b)), the average are 

10.0% ± 0.0028%, 10.0% ± 0.0073%, 10.0% ± 0.035%, 10.6% ± 1.7% and 10.6% ± 0.78% for 

the zero-frequency, first, second, third and fourth harmonics respectively. From the fifth to the 

tenth harmonic, all the medians are smaller than 20% but with more and more outliers over 20% 

as the harmonic number increases. There are only two outliers greater than 50% at each of the 

ninth and tenth harmonics. 
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Figure 4.1. Percent systematic uncertainty in (a) pressure and (b) flow spectra moduli. 

 

The average contribution of the systematic error to the total uncertainty in impedance 

modulus and phase for the grouped data as computed by the four methods is presented in Figure 

4.2. The systematic error of the modulus (Figure 4.2(a)) provides average contributions of at 

least 70% to the total uncertainty in the zero-frequency, first and second harmonics respectively, 

for all four methods, and contributes about 40% (methods 3 & 4) to 50% (methods 1 & 2) to the 

total uncertainty for harmonics up to the tenth. For the phase (Figure 4.2(b)), the average 

contribution of systematic error increases from about 8% to about 45-60% as harmonic increase 

from the first to the tenth. The mean contributions of systematic error show no significant 
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differences between the four methods to compute moduli at the zero-frequency, first and second 

harmonics (P > 0.4, ANOVA), but are significantly different from the third to the tenth harmonic 

(P < 0.04, ANOVA) and for phase for all the harmonics up to the tenth (P < 0.003, ANOVA).  
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Figure 4.2. The percentage contribution of the systematic error to the total uncertainty in 

impedance (a) modulus and (b) phase as computed by the four methods. Bars represent the 

sample standard deviation. 

 

Representative plots of input impedance and its associated total uncertainty calculated 

with the four methods are shown in Figure 4.3. In general, the impedance moduli and phases 

obtained from the four methods are very similar and have very small uncertainty up to the fourth 

harmonic, but differences between each method begin to emerge and overall uncertainty 

increases in the higher harmonics. 
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Figure 4.3. Representative plots of input impedance (a) modulus and (b) phase and the associated 

total uncertainties calculated from four methods. Bars represent the total uncertainty. 

 

The group average percent total uncertainty in input impedance for four methods are 

shown in Figure 4.4. The average percentages increase with the harmonic number for both 

impedance modulus and phase for all four methods. For modulus (Figure 4.4(a)), the mean 

percentages for the four methods are very close up to the third harmonic and show no significant 

difference (P > 0.2, ANOVA). Method 3 has the smallest percent total uncertainty at harmonics 

higher than the third, and is significantly different from the other three (P < 0.031, paired t-test) 
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except for the mean percentages between method 3 and method 1 at the ninth harmonic (P = 

0.197, paired t-test) and the mean percentages between method 3 and method 4 at the seventh 

harmonic (P = 0.112, paired t-test). For phase (Figure 4.4(b)), the mean percentages for the four 

methods are very close up to the fourth harmonic and show no significant difference (P > 0.08, 

ANOVA). Methods 1 & 3 give very close mean percentages although they are significantly 

different (P < 0.05, paired t-test). Methods 2 & 3 have significant differences in the mean 

percentages from the fifth to the tenth harmonic (P < 0.02, paired t-test). Methods 3 & 4 show no 

significant difference in the mean percentages from the fifth to the tenth harmonic (P > 0.07, 

except for P = 0.0053 at the eighth harmonics, paired t-test), but the means and the variations of 

percentages of method 3 are always smaller than those of method 4. 
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Figure 4.4. Percent total uncertainty in input impedance (a) modulus and (b) phase for the four 

methods. Bars represent the sample standard deviation. 

 

The percent total uncertainty in characteristic impedance calculated from the four 

methods is shown in Figure 4.5. The mean percentages of the four methods display significant 

differences (P < 0.05, ANOVA). Method 3 has the smallest variation of the percentages (25% ± 

6.7%) and has much lower median and mean percentages than the three other methods. 

Difference in the percentage between method 3 and the other three methods is significant (P < 

0.015, except for P = 0.061 between method 3 and method 1, paired t-test). 
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Figure 4.5. Percent total uncertainty in characteristic impedance modulus calculated from the 

four methods. 

 

4.3.2 Comparison of Normotensive and Hypertensive Groups 

To study the difference of the uncertainty between normotensive and hypertensive 

groups, we selected 10 patients from the normotensive group with mean PA pressures smaller 

than 20 mmHg and 26 patients from the hypertensive group with mean PA pressures over 27 

mmHg and compared their impedance errors. All other patients had mean PA pressures of 24 or 

25 mmHg and were excluded from study to better clarify the effects of a more severe disease 

state on the uncertainty. 
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The percent systematic uncertainty in pressure spectrum modulus is shown in Figure 4.6. 

The percentage differences between normotensive and hypertensive groups are significant for the 

zero-frequency, first, second, seventh, eighth and ninth harmonics (P < 0.025, t-test). No 

significant differences are seen for other harmonics, but both the mean and median percentages 

in hypertensive group are smaller than those in normotensive group. The percent systematic 

uncertainty in flow spectrum modulus is also studied (not shown) and there are no significant 

differences between the two groups for all the harmonics up to the tenth (P > 0.06, t-test, except 

for the zero-frequency and the first harmonics). However, these mean percentages at the zero-

frequency and the first harmonics are nearly identical to 10.0% due to the fixed systematic error 

in cardiac output with negligible random error.  
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Figure 4.6. Percent systematic uncertainty in pressure spectrum modulus for (a) normotensive 

and (b) hypertensive groups. 

 

The average contribution of systematic error to the total uncertainty in input impedance 

for the two groups calculated from method 3 is shown in Figure 4.7. The mean contributions 

show significant difference for moduli at the fourth, seventh to tenth harmonics and for phases at 

first to fourth, sixth, ninth and tenth harmonics (P < 0.05, t-test). Though no significant 

differences were seen in the moduli and phases for other harmonics, the mean contributions in 

normotensive group are larger than those in hypertensive group.  
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Figure 4.7. The percentage contribution of systematic error to the total uncertainty in input 

impedance (a) modulus and (b) phase for normotensive and hypertensive groups calculated from 

method 3 (see Section 4.2.3 for details).  Bars represent the sample standard deviation. 

 

The average percent total uncertainty in input impedance for the two groups calculated 

from method 3 is shown in Figure 4.8. The mean percentages show significant differences 

between the two groups in the moduli at the seventh to the ninth harmonics (P < 0.04, t-test), and 

are not significantly different between the two groups for moduli for the other harmonics and for 

phases for all the harmonics up to the tenth (P > 0.066, t-test). The percent total uncertainty in 

characteristic impedance calculated from method 3 shows no significant difference between the 
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two groups (P = 0.55, t-test, figure not shown). The equivalence test (Hatch, 1996) was also 

performed for the comparison of the average percent total uncertainties in input impedance and 

characteristic impedance for the two groups assuming the equivalence interval equal to 20% of 

the average value of the normotensive group. The mean percentages show no statistical 

equivalence between the two groups for all the impedance moduli and phases except for the 

impedance moduli at the zero-frequency and the first harmonics at the 050.=α  level. 
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Figure 4.8. Percent total uncertainty in input impedance (a) modulus and (b) phase for 

normotensive and hypertensive groups calculated from method 3 (see Section 4.2.3 for details). 

Bars represent the sample standard deviation. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

The uncertainty of input impedance and characteristic impedances in the pulmonary 

circulation system is critical given that the magnitude of the uncertainty can affect accurate 

interpretation of impedance for the diagnosis of PAH. This paper provides the first 

comprehensive and detailed study on the uncertainty in the pressure and flow spectra moduli, the 
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input impedance and the characteristic impedance. Several important results have been found as 

follows. 

The studies of systematic error and its contribution to the total error (Figures 4.1, 4.2) 

indicate that systematic error must be considered when calculating the uncertainty; indeed, for 

the majority of harmonics studied, it represented the primary source of modulus error. For 

example, simply due to catheter precision, the pressure data from approximately the eighth 

harmonic and higher must be used with caution. The percent systematic uncertainty in flow 

spectrum modulus is about 10% up to the fourth harmonic, which are larger than those for 

pressure, but increases only moderately up to the tenth
 
harmonic. The relatively large percent 

systematic uncertainty in the flow spectrum modulus even at low harmonics is the primary 

reason that the systematic error is the majority of the total uncertainty in input impedance. 

Clearly only considering the random error can dramatically underestimates the uncertainty, and 

the easiest means to improve impedance measurement uncertainty is to improve instrument 

precision. 

We found significant differences between the four methods to compute impedance. The 

comparisons between the four methods strongly indicate that method 3, which obtains the 

impedance modulus from the ratio of the average of the absolute values of the pressure and flow 

spectra, gives the lowest percent total uncertainty in input impedance and characteristic 

impedance modulus overall. Therefore, method 3 is potentially the best technique to estimate the 

input impedance of these four methods. Previous studies have used method 1 which obtains the 

impedance modulus from the average of impedance moduli of all measured cycles (e.g., Bergel 

and Milnor, 1965; Nichols et al., 1977) and method 3 (e.g., Weinberg et al., 2004; Hunter et al., 

2008b); however, methods 1 and 3 are equivalent only for the uncertainty in input impedance 
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phase, while method 1 has much larger uncertainties for input impedance modulus at high 

harmonics and characteristic impedance modulus. From a practical standpoint, any method may 

be used if only the first several harmonics are required. However, in that the values and errors of 

the four methods begin to strongly differ above the third harmonic, use of method 3 over the 

other methods has the effect of making characteristic impedance a quantitative, rather than 

screening level (qualitative) measurement. 

Many previous studies did not perform the calculation of the uncertainty incorporating 

the two kinds of error before the usage of the input impedance (e.g., Weinberg et al., 2004; 

Hunter et al., 2008b). The omission of the large uncertainty may lead to misleading conclusions, 

particularly in the high harmonics. Indeed, caution must still be exercised in the usage of the 

input impedance even though method 3 is applied. For example, the mean percent total 

uncertainties in input impedance and characteristic impedance moduli are over 50% for harmonic 

higher than the eighth and 25% ± 6.7%, respectively. 

The comparison of uncertainty between normotensive and hypertensive groups shows 

some interesting results. Due to higher PA pressure in hypertensive group and almost the same 

systematic errors in pressure for both groups, the percent systematic uncertainty in pressure 

spectrum modulus is smaller in the hypertensive group than in the normotensive group; however, 

the group flow uncertainties are quite similar. As a result, the contribution of systematic error to 

total uncertainty in input impedance is greater for the normotensive group than for the 

hypertensive group. Despite this difference, the systematic error remains important for 

uncertainty in the hypertensive group. Finally, the percent total uncertainties in input impedance 

and characteristic impedance modulus are neither significantly different nor statistically 

equivalent between the two groups for many impedance moduli and phases. This implies that the 
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percent random uncertainty is larger in the hypertensive group than in the normotensive group. 

The reason for such observation of neither statistically significant difference nor equivalence in 

the test likely lies in the lower power of the tests, likely due to the relatively small sample size. A 

power analysis using these values as pilot data shows that the sample sizes of the hypertensive 

group required for a power of 0.8 should be greater than 35 if the ratio of the numbers for 

normotensive and hypertensive groups is kept to be 10/26 and the effect size and the within 

group standard deviation are kept the same as the current data. 

Based on the study, there are several schemes that may be useful for reducing the 

uncertainty. The 10% systematic uncertainty in cardiac output is not small and contributes most 

to the total uncertainty in impedance modulus at the first few harmonics. Secondly, the 

systematic uncertainty in pressure is large enough that the uncertainty can exceed the pressure 

spectrum modulus at high harmonics. Those errors associated with acquisition equipment may be 

reduced as the technique improves. It is noted that transducer-tipped catheters (Millar 

Instruments Inc, Houston, Texas, USA) can measure the pressure in the large artery more 

accurately than the currently used in our studies, but such catheters are relatively stiff and 

difficult to apply in pediatric patients and thus are not recommended for routine use. Finally, 

collecting additional cardiac cycles, i.e. repeated measurements of pressure and flow, will reduce 

the random error and thus the total uncertainty.  

There are several limitations in our study. Firstly, only three measurements of cardiac 

output were made in the cardiac catheterization laboratory and the mean value of those 

measurements may not be truly representative of the patient’s hemostatic state. Moreover, the 

random error in cardiac output was not considered in the calculation of uncertainty, though it was 

typically very small. Secondly, the constant area correction for flow calculation can affect the 
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accuracy of impedance modulus and the associated uncertainty, although such effects may be not 

very significant, as noted by Weinberg et al. (2004). Thirdly, the normotensive and hypertensive 

groups have only respectively 10 and 26 patients, which are small numbers given there is large 

variability in the patient data. All these limitations will be considered in future studies. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

We have studied the systematic uncertainty in pressure and flow spectra moduli and the 

contribution of systematic error to the total uncertainty in input impedance in a large pediatric 

population. The percent total uncertainties in input impedance and characteristic impedance 

modulus have been compared between four different methods to determine the best method. We 

also have investigated the uncertainty behavior in normotensive and hypertensive groups. It is 

found out that the systematic error is very important and needs to be incorporated in the 

uncertainty estimation. The input impedance up to the fourth harmonic can be used with 

confidence thanks to small uncertainty associated with those quantities. However, the total 

uncertainty in input impedance at higher harmonic and the characteristic impedance can be very 

large compared to the modulus, and have to be used with caution. Method 3 (see Section 4.2.3 

for details) has been found out to be the best technique to estimate the input impedance in that it 

gives the smallest uncertainty in overall. The comparison of the uncertainty between 

normotensive and hypertensive groups shows that the systematic error is more important in 

normotensive group than in hypertensive group, but random error is larger in hypertensive group 

than in normotensive group, which results in no significant differences in the percent total 

uncertainties in input impedance and characteristic impedance modulus between the two groups.  
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Chapter 5 

 

Linked Opening Angle and Histological and Mechanical Aspects of the Proximal 

Pulmonary Arteries of Healthy and Pulmonary Hypertensive Rats and Calves 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) yields increases in right ventricular (RV) afterload and is 

associated with distal arterial remodeling and eventual RV failure. Clinical and basic science 

studies of the disease have begun to focus on the proximal pulmonary arteries (PAs), as these   

vessels also display significant vascular remodeling in PH (Huang et al., 2001; Kobs et al., 2005; 

Tabima and Chesler, 2010; Gan et al., 2007; Lammers et al., 2008; Hunter et al., 2008b; Hunter 

et al., 2010). Such remodeling is believed to impair proximal pulmonary vascular function, and 

in turn, detrimentally affect RV afterload. Therefore, understanding the arterial remodeling and 

the resulting change in proximal PA functional behavior could be useful for both clinical 

diagnosis of PH and development of new therapies. 

Several chronically hypoxic animal models have been used to study PH, including the 

mouse, rat, and calf. These animal model studies have shown significant histological changes in 

proximal PAs. Remodeling of proximal PAs in these animals results in the accumulation of 

smooth muscle cells (SMCs), elastin and collagen, but the fractional change of each component 

varies in different studies on different species. A study on mouse right PA (RPA) found that the 

area fraction of elastin in response to 10-day’s and 15-day’s hypoxia did not change 

significantly, but that of collagen and SMCs significantly increased and decreased, respectively, 

compared to the control condition (Kobs et al., 2005). For rat model, Huang et al. (2001) found 

that both the intima-media and adventitia layers thickened but the thickness of the adventitia 

layer exceeded that of the intima-media layer after more than 4 days’ hypoxia. A recent study by 
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our group on neonatal calves found significant decreases in the elastin area fraction of all the 

proximal PAs: main, left and right PAs (MPA, LPA and RPA, respectively) after two weeks’ 

hypoxia (Lammers et al., 2008). 

As a result of arterial remodeling, the arterial geometry and mechanical properties may 

also change. All the aforementioned studies on mice, rats and calves found significant increases 

in proximal PA thickness in response to chronic hypoxia (Kobs et al., 2005; Lammers et al., 

2008; Huang et al., 2001). The opening angle (OA) of the artery at zero-stress state, which 

characterizes the residual stretches in the artery (Fung, 1991), was also found to significantly 

decrease in MPA and LPA of rats after more than 4 days’ hypoxia (Fung and Liu, 1991; Huang 

et al., 2001). This is in contrast to our recent study that did not find a significant difference in 

calf MPA OA between control and hypertensive groups (Tian et al., 2010). Moreover, the 

mechanical properties of artery can also change in remodeling. Lammers et al. (2008) found 

significant increases in the circumferential elastic moduli and stiffness of pure elastin scaffolds 

and fresh intact tissue samples taken from calf MPA, LPA and RPA after two weeks’ hypoxia. 

Kobs et al. (2005) also found significant increases in the effective elastic moduli of mouse LPAs 

after 10- and 15-day hypoxic exposure periods. Huang et al. (2001) found increases in both the 

circumferential and longitudinal Young’s moduli and the cross modulus of rat LPAs with only 

24 hours’ exposure to a 10% O2 condition, although such increases were not significant. Drexler 

et al. (2008) also found the proximal PAs of rats stiffened in response to three weeks’ hypoxia.  

These previous studies have clearly shown that the effect of arterial remodeling on the 

proximal PAs – including the histology and mechanics – is species dependent. A recent study by 

Lammers et al. (2010) has shown that the neonatal calf model is more relevant to the study of 

pediatric PH compared to the adult rat model, in that the collagen engagement stretch does not 
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change significantly in calf and human proximal PAs but decreases in the rat proximal PAs from 

control to hypertensive groups. Another recent study by Kobs et al. (2005) has found that the in 

vitro elastic modulus of mouse PAs is moderately correlated to their collagen thickness as well 

as their sum of collagen and elastin thickness. These studies began to demonstrate that the 

histological and mechanical aspects of arterial remodeling are related. However, the opening 

angle (OA), a simple and useful parameter that can characterize the arterial zero-stress state and 

reveal intrinsic histological changes (Fung, 1991; Huang et al., 2001), was not considered. In 

view of the importance of understanding the histological and mechanics changes of artery and 

their resulting change of OA, we are interested in linking the opening angles of proximal PAs to 

the histological and the mechanical aspects of the arteries. We hypothesize that the change in OA 

of proximal PAs due to chronic hypoxia is an indication of the combined influence of changes in 

the outer layer (collagen-rich) thickness fraction and its modulus. The goals of this study were 

(1) to investigate the residual stretches (especially OA) and the geometry of the rat and calf 

proximal PAs under no-load state and the PA’s outer layer thickness fraction, (2) to compare 

these quantities’ changes due to chronic hypoxia between calf and rat, and (3) to propose and 

employ a mechanical model to explore the relationship between OA and the changes of the 

thickness fraction and elastic modulus of the outer layer. 

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Animal Models 

All experimental studies were performed after approval by institutional animal care and 

use committees. Twenty-four newborn Holstein calves with ages between 1 and 3 days and 

weights between 35 and 50 kg were used with the hypoxic experiment procedure similar to the 

previous studies by Stenmark et al. (1987) and Zuckerman et al. (1991). Eleven of the calves 
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were put into a large hypobaric chamber at an atmospheric pressure of 430 mmHg (4570 m 

equivalent air pressure) for two weeks to develop pulmonary hypertension (PH). The others 

remained at local ambient pressure (elevation 1500 m; 640 mmHg at Fort Collins, CO) for two 

weeks before testing. Both calf groups were held in the chamber at ambient pressure for at least 

an hour before testing to minimize residual hypoxic vasoconstriction and then tested at ambient 

pressure. The instantaneous pressure within the middle section of main PA (MPA) at ambient 

pressure condition was measured with standard fluid-filled catheters (Transpac IV, Abbott 

Critical Care Systems, Abbott Park, IL, USA). Three adult calf MPA tissues were obtained from 

Denver slaughter house (Denver, CO) for in vitro uniaxial tests. 

Twenty-five Sprague-Dawley rats with ages of 10 weeks ± 3 days and weights of 440 ± 

26 g were used with the hypoxic experiment procedure as described in a previous study (Drexler 

et al., 2008). Thirteen of the rats were put into a hypobaric chamber at an atmospheric pressure 

of 380 mmHg (5486 m equivalent air pressure) for three weeks to develop PH. The rest remained 

at local ambient pressure (elevation 1610 m; 630 mmHg at Denver, CO) for three weeks before 

testing. Both rat groups were held at ambient pressure for at least an hour before testing to 

minimize residual hypoxic vasoconstriction and then tested at ambient pressure. The 

instantaneous pressure within the middle section of MPA at ambient pressure condition was 

measured with a custom fluid-filled catheter setup consisting of a section of PE-10 tubing 

coupled to a standard clinical pressure transducer (Transpac IV, Abbott Critical Care Systems, 

Abbott Park, IL, USA). 

 

5.2.2 In Vitro Uniaxial Test 

Three rectangular strips of fresh tissues from the three adult calf MPAs (two in 

circumferential direction and one in longitudinal direction) were prepared for uniaxial tensile 
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testing in a universal material testing system (MTS insight II, MTS Systems Corporation, Eden 

Prairie, MN). Strip width, thickness and gage length were measured using digital calipers. The 

tests were then conducted in Calcium and Magnesium-free NaCl-PBS buffer (0.01 mol/l, ionic 

strength 0.15, pH 7.4) at 36
0
C through the use of an environmental chamber. The specimens 

underwent ten loading and unloading cyclic uniaxial tensile tests with a constant crosshead speed 

of 1% per second in stretch ratio, and the force-stretch data were taken from the loading portion 

of the tenth cycle. After the test on the whole strip, the outer layer or the collagen-rich layer of 

the tissue was cut off with a very sharp blade. In general, the outer layer looks like sponge and 

was cut off carefully. The left tissue or the inner layer was tested again in the MTS with the same 

procedure as the intact tissue. The tests on the inner layers were four days after the tests on the 

intact tissues. However, the mechanical properties of the inner layer depend mainly on elastin 

which does not significantly change its mechanical properties even when stored at 4
0
C in PBS 

buffer for more than two weeks (Lammers et al., 2008), the measured result of the uniaxial test 

on the inner layers can be used to compare to that of the intact layers.  

 

5.2.3 Histology 

Biopsies of cross-sectional PA tissue strips were fixed in 10% buffered formalin, 

embedded in paraffin wax, and stained with Verhoeff’s Van Gieson (VVG). For neonatal calf 

PAs, the bright-field photomicrographs of the stained tissues were taken with a SPOT RT-900 

digital camera (Diagnostic Instruments Inc., Sterling Heights, MI) mounted on a Nikon TE-200 

microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY; 4-X magnification).  For adult rat and adult 

calf PAs, the bright-field photomicrographs of the stained tissues were captured with a Zeiss 

Axiocam camera (Oberkochen, Germany) mounted on a Zeiss Axiovert S100 microscope 

(Oberkochen, Germany; 20-X and 10-X magnifications for adult rat and adult calf, respectively). 
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5.2.4 Calculations 

The geometry data of proximal PA (MPA and RPA) rings and their opened sectors were 

measured as described in Section 3.3. However, due to low pixel resolution of the rat PA images, 

the circumferential lengths of inner and outer walls of the rat PA opened sectors were not traced 

and only opening angles (OAs) were obtained from the rat PA sectors. With the geometry data, 

the residual stretches can be estimated as described in Section 3.4. We note that these 

calculations were applied to calf PAs with available geometry data and the OA used in Equation 

(3.2) was the calculated OA by Equation (3.1), i.e., OA
2
. For rat PAs, however, there are no 

measured lengths of the inner or outer wall of each arterial sector for the residual stretch 

estimation. To circumvent this difficulty, we assumed the neutral surface is located at 0.4 of the 

wall thickness ( h ) from the inner wall of the closed ring (Fung and Liu, 1992; Han and Fung, 

1996). At this neutral surface, the residual stretch is unity, i.e., at hrr i 4.0+=  in Equation (3.2), 

the corresponding circumferential length of the sector ( L ) is equal to ( )hri 4.02 +π . Then the 

inner length of the sector ( iL ) can be calculated from Equation (3.2). With hrr i +=  and 

knowing iL , the outer length of the sector ( oL ) can be obtained by Equation (3.2). It is noted that 

the OAs in these calculations for rat PAs are the OAs obtained directly from the 3-point 

measurement or OA
1
. 

To relate OA to the mechanical and histological aspects of the collagen component in the 

artery, we proposed a histologically-based two-layer artery model as shown in Figure 5.1. The 

outer layer of the artery represents the collagen-rich or adventitial layer with less or no elastin 

and is expected to have smaller elastic modulus before collagen engagement than the inner layer, 

which is an elastin-rich layer. In the uniaxial tests of intact PA tissues and pure elastin tissues, 

the stress-strain relation in the small strain range before collagen engagement is approximately 
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linear (Kobs et al., 2005; Lammers et al., 2008). Therefore, it is assumed that the stress-stretch 

relation for the intact two-layer tissue and both the outer and inner layers can be expressed as 

( ) 212
−= λσ E ,                                                                 (5.1) 

where E  is the elastic modulus, λ  is the stretch ratio, and ( ) 212
−λ is the Green-Lagrange 

strain. Based on the laminate composite theory (Altenbach et al., 2004), the effective modulus of 

the intact two-layer tissue can be expressed as 

                             ( ) tinmtin 1 fEffEE +−= ,             (5.2)   

where the subscripts in and out denote for the inner and outer layers respectively, 
inE  is the 

elastic modulus of the inner layer, tf  is the thickness fraction of the outer layer (i.e., hhout ), 

and mf  is the modulus ratio of the outer to inner layer (i.e., inout EE ). Although the outer layer 

thickness fraction (
tf ) can be slightly different between the closed ring and the opened ring, any 

difference was neglected here and only the 
tf  measured from the histological images of the 

opened ring was used in the calculation.  
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Figure 5.1 A representative histological image of PA (upper right), a two-layer representation of 

an arterial ring (lower left), and the schematic plot for the uniaxial tests on the intact tissue and 

inner layer (lower right). 

 

Due to the lack of the in vitro testing on the inner or outer layer of the neonatal calf PAs, 

we used the in vitro measurement on the adult calf MPAs for the model validation. Since the 

residual stretch of the artery is within the range of 0.8 to 1.15 (Chuong and Fung, 1986; Han and 

Fung, 1996), we obtain the elastic moduli E  and 
inE  from the intact and inner layer samples 

respectively at the stretch ratio of 1.15 from the in vitro uniaxial tests. With the thicknesses 

measured for the intact and inner layer strips, the thickness fraction, 
tf , can be obtained and the 

modulus ratio, 
mf , can be calculated from Equation (5.2).  

In conventional solid mechanics, the stiffness of a bar is defined as LEHWk =  

(Timoshenko and Gere, 1972), where H , W , and L  are the thickness, width and length of the 
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bar, respectively. Thus, the stiffnesses of the outer and inner layers are expressed as 

LHWfEfk tinmout =  and ( ) LHWfEk tinin 1−= , respectively. We define the stiffness ratio of 

the outer to inner layer as 

( )ttminout 1SR fffkk −== .                                                            (5.3) 

For a ring with two layers at the no-load state as shown in the lower left of Figure 5.1, the 

equilibrium condition requires that the sum of the circumferential forces due to the residual 

stretches along the cross-section area of the ring is zero, i.e., 0=∫
+
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where ( )rλ  is the residual stretch at radius r  of the ring which was obtained from Equations 

(3.2) and (3.3). Given the arterial ring thickness and the residual stretch distribution, the 

relationship between tf  and mf  can be determined by Equation (5.4). SR can then be calculated 

from Equation (5.3). Because we do not have all the required data (residual stretch and outer 

layer thickness fraction) of each PA for the model calculation, we used the mean values of each 

group to estimate the relationship between 
tf  and 

mf  and SR for that group. 

The above model calculation provides one estimated value of SR for each group. If both 

the estimated SR and the measured mean OA change significantly from control to hypertensive 

group for one type of animal PA (MPA or PRA), there may be a relationship between SR and 

OA for that type of animal PA. To investigate this relationship for the calf, linear step changes 

(decrease or increase) are assigned to the mean values of tf , inner diameter (ID), OA, thickness 

and residual stretch of the PAs from control to hypertensive groups, and SRs are then calculated 
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during all these step changes; For the rat, all the procedures are the same as the calf except that 

the neutral surface is kept at 0.4 of the wall thickness from the inner wall due to the unmeasured 

residual stretch for all rat PAs. 

 

5.2.5 Statistics 

All the data are presented as mean ± SD unless specified otherwise. Bland-Altman 

analysis (Bland and Altman, 1986) was used to assess the agreement between the two 

measurements of OA on the calf PAs from the 3-point measurement (OA
1
) and from the 

geometry data (OA
2
) by using Equation (3.1). The two-tailed two-sample t-test assuming 

normality in the data with variances determined from an F test was used to compare the pressure, 

geometry dimensions, residual stretches of PAs and thickness fraction of outer layer between 

control and hypertensive groups. Equivalence tests (Hatch, 1996) were performed to compare 

these quantities between control and hypertensive groups assuming the equivalence interval 

equal to 10% of the average value of the control group. All the statistical analyses were 

performed with MATLAB software (MATLAB, The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Overall 

Table 5.1 summarizes the mean pulmonary arterial pressure (mPAP), artery morphology, 

OA and residual circumferential stretches at the inner and outer walls of arteries for both control 

and hypertensive groups for calf MPA (Table 5.1(a)), calf RPA (Table 5.1(b)), rat MPA (Table 

5.1(c)), and rat RPA (Table 5.1(d)). mPAP increases significantly for both rat and calf as a result 

of chronic hypoxia. For the calf MPA, the changes in ID, OA, and residual stretches from control 

to hypertensive group are not statistically significant and the IDs and the residual stretches at 
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both inner and outer walls of the two groups are statistically equivalent. However, both the 

arterial wall thickness and the thickness to ID ratio have significant increases from control to 

hypertensive group. For the calf RPA, the changes in all these parameters from control to 

hypertensive group are not statistically significant, and the residual stretches at both inner and 

outer walls of the two groups are statistically equivalent. Nonetheless, there is an increasing 

trend for both arterial wall thickness and thickness to ID ratio in response to chronic hypoxia. 

For the rat MPAs and RPAs, however, there is more dramatic arterial remodeling as a result of 

chronic hypoxia than the calf PAs. The IDs, thickness and thickness to ID ratios all increase 

significantly and OAs decreases significantly in response to chronic hypoxia in both rat MPAs 

and RPAs. 

 

Table 5.1. Comparisons of mean pulmonary arterial pressure (mPAP), arterial morphology and 

residual circumferential stretches at the inner and outer walls between control and hypertensive 

groups for (a) calf MPA, (b) calf RPA, (c) rat MPA, and (d) rat RPA. 

 

(a): 

Calf MPA 

Control 

(n = 13) 

Hypertensive  

(n = 11) 

P value Equivalent? 

mPAP (mmHg) 23.6 ± 9.3 59.9 ± 22.2 <0.001 No 

ID (mm) 19.40 ± 2.09 19.93 ± 1.37 0.505 Yes 

h (mm) 3.39 ± 0.27 4.01 ± 0.42 <0.001 No 

h/ID 0.177 ± 0.027 0.202 ± 0.023 0.035 No 

OA
2
 (degree) 127 ± 38 130 ± 23 0.957 No 

OA
1
 (degree) 124 ± 38 130 ± 27 0.966 No 

( )
R

i

θ
λ  0.907 ± 0.058 0.904 ± 0.017 0.820 Yes 

( )
R

o

θ
λ  1.132 ± 0.057 1.148 ± 0.045 0.315 Yes 
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(b): 

Calf RPA 

Control 

(n = 10) 

Hypertensive 

(n = 6) 

P value Equivalent? 

ID (mm) 12.13 ± 1.53 10.97 ± 1.23 0.139 No 

h (mm) 1.56 ± 0.29 1.63 ± 0.30 0.660 No 

h/ID 0.129 ± 0.018 0.149 ± 0.023 0.074 No 

OA
2
 (degree) 142 ± 48 117 ± 20 0.250 No 

OA
1
 (degree) 137 ± 56 112 ± 21 0.225 No 

( )
R

i

θ
λ  0.934 ± 0.038 0.938 ± 0.038 0.851 Yes 

( )
R

o

θ
λ  1.124 ± 0.046 1.108 ± 0.021 0.458 Yes 

 

(c): 

Rat MPA 

Control 

(n = 9) 

Hypertensive 

(n = 13) 

P value Equivalent? 

mPAP (mmHg) 21.4 ± 6.9 43.3 ± 10.3 <0.001 No 

ID (mm) 2.21 ± 0.20 2.70 ± 0.23 <0.001 No 

h (mm) 0.134 ± 0.021 0.201 ± 0.023 <0.001 No 

h/ID 0.062 ± 0.015 0.075 ± 0.012 0.030 No 

OA
2
 (degree) 265 ± 68 122 ± 14 <0.001 No 

( )
R

i

θ
λ

 
0.934 0.961 N/A N/A 

( )
R

o

θ
λ

 
1.108 1.055 N/A N/A 
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(d): 

Rat RPA 

Control 

(n = 7) 

Hypertensive 

(n = 10) 

P value Equivalent? 

ID (mm) 1.55 ± 0.29 1.98 ± 0.14 <0.001 No 

h (mm) 0.101 ± 0.011 0.169 ± 0.021 <0.001 No 

h/ID 0.066 ± 0.011 0.085 ± 0.012  0.004 No 

OA
2
 (degree) 125 ± 83 35 ± 30  0.007 No 

( )
R

i

θ
λ  0.965 0.986 N/A N/A 

( )
R

o

θ
λ  1.050 1.017 N/A N/A 

 

Values are mean ± SD; n, number of arteries; mPAP, mean pulmonary arterial pressure 

measured at the ambient pressure condition (n = 9 and 11 for calf control and hypertensive 

groups, respectively; n = 9 and 7 for rat control and hypertensive groups, respectively); ID and h, 

inner diameter and thickness of artery ring at no-load state, respectively; OA
1
 is obtained from 

the 3-point measurement and OA
2
 from the geometry data (using Equation (3.1)); ( )

R

i

θ
λ  and 

( )
R

o

θ
λ , residual circumferential stretches at inner and outer walls, respectively. For the rat, 

residual circumferential stretches are estimated from the mean geometry data as mentioned in the 

previous section and only one value at each of the inner and outer walls of artery of each group is 

provided, rendering statistical comparison impossible. 

 

5.3.2 Opening Angle Measurements 

Figure 5.2 shows the Bland-Altman plot for the opening angles (OAs) obtained from the 

3-point measurement (OA
1
) and from the geometry data using Equation (3.2) (OA

2
) for all 40 

calf MPAs and RPAs. The 3-point measurement for OA has a bias (or average difference) of 2.6
0
 

with the limits of agreement at two standard deviations of the difference at 260 when compared 

to the other method, and there are only two outliers. 
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Figure 5.2. Bland-Altman agreement analysis between the two measurements of opening angle 

(OA) from the 3-point measurement (OA1) and from the geometry data (using Equation (3.1); 

OA2) for 40 calf MPAs and RPAs. 

 

3-point measurements for OA (OA
1
) are compared between control and hypertensive 

groups of both rat and calf from the MPA and RPA in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b), respectively. The 

insets in these two plots are the representative images of the opened arteries or sectors. The 

chronic hypoxia intervention did not significantly change the OA of either calf MPA or RPA (P 

= 0.664 and 0.225 for MPA and RPA, respectively). Moreover, there is no significant difference 

in OA between calf MPA and RPA for either control or hypertensive group (P = 0.518 and 0.566 

for control and hypertensive groups, respectively), and the average of these OAs is 1270 ± 390. 
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For rats, however, OAs decrease from 265
0
 ± 68

0
 to 122

0
 ± 14

0
 and from 125

0
 ± 35

0
 to 35

0
 ± 30

0
 

respectively for MPA and RPA in response to chronic hypoxia, and these changes are 

significantly different (P < 0.001 and P = 0.007 for MPA and RPA, respectively). Finally, OAs 

are significantly different between rat MPA and RPA for both control and hypertensive groups 

(P = 0.0015 and P < 0.001 for control and hypertensive groups, respectively). 

(a) 
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(b) 

 
Figure 5.3. Comparisons of OAs from 3-point measurement between control and hypertensive 

groups of rat and calf for (a) MPA and (b) RPA. The insets are representative images of the 

opened arteries. Bars represent means ± SD. * P < 0.05. 

 

5.3.3 Thickness to Inner Diameter Ratio 

The arterial wall thickness to inner diameter (ID) ratios for both rat and calf MPA and 

RPA rings at the no-load state are shown in Figure 5.4. Due to chronic hypoxia, the ratio 

increases significantly for all the PAs except for the calf RPA (P < 0.05, except for P = 0.074 for 

the calf RPA), but there is still an increasing trend in the mean ratio for the calf RPA. The ratios 

are smaller than 0.1 for both groups of the rat PAs, but larger than 0.1 for both groups of the calf 

PAs.  
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Figure 5.4. Comparisons of the arterial wall thickness to inner diameter (ID) ratios between 

control and hypertensive groups of rat and calf MPA and RPA. Bars represent means ± SD. * P 

< 0.05. 

 

5.3.4 Histology 

Figure 5.5 presents the comparisons of the outer layer thickness fraction of the MPA 

(Figure 5.5(a)) and RPA (Figure 5.5(b)) between control and hypertensive groups for both calf 

and rat. The insets in these two figures are the representative histological images of both rat and 

calf PA tissues stained with VVG. In response to chronic hypoxia, the outer layer thickness 

fraction does not change significantly in either calf MPA or RPA with an average of 0.320 ± 

0.057 for all calf PAs (P = 0.568 and 0.560 for the calf MPA and RPA, respectively), but 

increases statistically significantly in both rat MPA and RPA from an average of 0.308 ± 0.052 

to 0.543 ± 0.085 and from an average of 0.363 ± 0.060 to 0.583 ± 0.052 for MPA and RPA, 

respectively (P < 0.001 for both rat MPA and RPA).  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 5.5. Comparisons of outer layer thickness fraction between control and hypertensive 

groups in rat and calf for (a) MPA and (b) RPA. n is the number of histological images with the 

left value in the bracket indicated for control group and the right one for hypertensive group. 
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Insets are representative histological images of PAs across the arterial wall. Collagen and elastin 

appear red and black, respectively. Bars represent means ± SD. * P < 0.05. 

 

5.3.5 Two-layer Model 

The histological study (images not shown) of the remaining tissues obtained from 

removing the collagen-rich layers of the three adult calf MPA confirms that these remaining 

tissues were elastin-rich and the collagen-rich layers were cut off. By using the in vitro uniaxial 

tests on both intact and inner tissues and their geometry data, the modulus ratios ( mf ) are 

estimated as 0.03, 0.05 and 0.026 for these three PA tissues, respectively. Figure 5.6 displays this 

relationship between the modulus ratio ( mf ) and the outer layer thickness fraction ( tf ) 

computed by using the mean arterial ring thickness, ID and residual stretch distribution values 

from the control calf MPAs. In the range of 75.025.0 t << f , the modulus ratio ( 
mf  ) is less 

than 0.5. At the measured mean outer layer thickness fraction of control calf MPAs of 0.31 ± 

0.056, the modulus ratio ( mf  ) is estimated to be around 0.26. This model prediction is 

consistent with our results from the in vitro adult calf MPA uniaxial tests. Similar relationships 

between mf  and tf  are also seen for the other groups of calf PAs and rat PAs. 
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Figure 5.6. A representative plot for the modeled relationship between modulus ratio ( mf ) and 

outer layer thickness fraction ( tf ) for control calf MPA group. 

 

5.3.6 Stiffness Ratio  

By using the proposed two-layer model as described in the previous section, the stiffness 

ratio (SR) of the outer to inner layer can be calculated. For the calf, the outer layer thickness 

fractions ( tf ) are not significantly different between control and hypertensive groups, we used 

the respectively pooled average for calf MPA and RPA in the calculation of SR. For the rat, 

however, we used the separate group means in the calculation of SR because the outer layer 

thickness fraction ( tf ) changes significantly in response to chronic hypoxia. As shown in Figure 
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5.7, the estimated SRs are 0.096 and 0.029 respectively for the calf MPA control and 

hypertensive groups, 0.019 and 0.010 respectively for calf RPA control and hypertensive groups, 

0.097 and 0.528 respectively for rat MPA control and hypertensive groups, and 0.196 and 0.699 

respectively for rat RPA control and hypertensive groups.  

 
Figure 5.7. Stiffness ratios (SRs) of the outer to inner layer of the MPA and RPA in both rat and 

calf predicted from model. 

 

5.3.7 Opening Angle vs Stiffness Ratio 

SRs in the calf MPAs and RPAs do not show substantial changes from control to 

hypertensive group and OAs in these PAs are not significantly different between the two groups 

(Figure 5.3), and thus we do not provide the relationship between SR and OA. However, SRs in 

the rat MPAs and RPAs show substantial increases, which may correlate to the significant 

decreases of OA due to chronic hypoxia. The relationships between the SR and OA for both rat 

MPA and RPA as predicted from the model are presented in Figure 5.8. The insets illustrate the 

schematic plot of OA of the artery at each condition. As seen from the predicted result, when OA 
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decreases in response to chronic hypoxia, SRs increase approximately linearly for both rat MPA 

and RPA.   

 

Figure 5.8. Relationship between stiffness ratio (SR) and opening angle (OA) for rat MPA and 

RPA predicted from model. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

Knowledge about the changes of the geometry and mechanical properties of the arteries 

at the zero-stress and no-load states and the histology of arteries is important to understand and 

evaluate variations in their in vivo mechanical behavior due to the vascular growth and 

remodeling. This study investigates the changes of the arterial geometry at the zero-stress and 
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no-load states and the histology of proximal PAs in response to chronic hypoxia, compares these 

changes between calf and rat, and proposes a two-layer mechanical model to link the opening 

angle (OA) to the stiffness ratio (SR) of the outer to inner layer. It is found that rat PA 

remodeling has a more dramatic impact on the arterial geometry and histology than that seen in 

calf PAs and the change of SR corresponds to the change of OA based on the model prediction. 

The results are discussed in more detail as follows. 

 

5.4.1 Arterial Geometry Remodeling 

For the calf MPA and RPA in response to two weeks’ chronic hypoxia, only the arterial 

wall thickness and the thickness to ID ratio increase, while ID, OA and residual stretches at inner 

and outer walls do no change significantly. The increase in thickness and unchanged ID in 

response to chronic hypoxia were also found in a previous study by our group (Lammers et al., 

2008). However, for the rat MPA and RPA in response to three weeks’ chronic hypoxia, all the 

geometry parameters increase significantly and OA decreases significantly. An increase in 

thickness was also found in mice in response to 10-day’s or 15-day’s hypoxia (Kobs et al, 2005) 

and in rats in response to more than 2 days’ hypoxia (Huang et al., 2001), and the decrease of 

OA in rat PAs in response to chronic hypoxia is consistent to the study of rat MPA and LPA by 

Huang et al. (2001). The small value of the thickness to ID ratio in rat PAs implies that rat PAs 

can be assumed to be a thin wall which is consistent to the mice proximal PAs (Kobs, et al., 

2005), while for the calf PAs the thick wall assumption may be more appropriate.   

Stenmark et al. (2006) demonstrated different cellular and molecular response 

mechanisms to chronic hypoxia exposure between calf and rat. Our work complements these 

findings, in that it suggests these different biological responses are associated with unique 

geometric and mechanical consequences, namely different changes of the in vivo stress-strain 
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state and the pressure-diameter behavior of PAs. This also complements our previous work that 

found different changes in the in vitro PA stiffness between these models (Lammers et al, 2008; 

Lammers et al., 2010) and thus, different changes in right ventricular afterload. 

 

5.4.2 Histology: Outer Layer Thickness Fraction 

Our results show that the outer layer thickness fraction measured from histological 

images does not change significantly in the calf PAs but increases dramatically in the rat PAs. 

During arterial remodeling, SMCs, elastin and collagen all increase in volume, which results in 

an increase in arterial wall thickness. However, the arterial component deposition does not 

change the outer layer thickness fraction in calf PAs with an average of 0.320 ± 0.057 for all calf 

MPAs and RPAs, but increases this thickness fraction from ~ 0.33 to ~0.56 in the rat PAs, which 

is due to much more deposition of collagen in the outer layer of rat PAs as seen in the 

histological images. These rat PA results agree with the previous findings in rats that the 

adventitial layer thickness fractions increase from 0.35 to 0.55 and 0.42 to 0.56 for rat MPA and 

LPA respectively after 21 days’ hypoxia with an O2 concentration of 10% (Huang et al., 2001).  

 

5.4.3 Relationship between Opening Angle and Stiffness Ratio 

The in vitro unaxial tests on the adult calf MPAs show that the outer layer of PA has a 

lower elastic modulus than the inner layer at small strains, which is consistent to the two-layer 

model prediction as shown in Figure 5.6. The fact that the collagen-rich outer layer is softer than 

the elastin-rich inner layer before collagen engages has been indicated in many previous studies 

(Roach and Burton, 1957; Holzapfel, 2000; Holzapfel et al., 2005). Therefore, it is appropriate to 

use the proposed two-layer model in this study given that the largest residual stretches in the 

artery is far less than the collagen engagement stretch for either animal model, at either condition 
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(Lammers et al., 2008; Lammers et al., 2010). Although the two layer concept has been 

employed in many previous studies to simulate arterial mechanical behavior, this is the first work 

to apply this concept to link histological and mechanical aspects together and thus to provide 

more insight into mechanobiological correlations. 

The two-layer model predicts that the stiffness ratios (SRs) are less than 0.1 for calf PAs 

and change a small amount (-0.067 and -0.009, or by -70% and -48% for MPA and RPA, 

respectively) in response to chronic hypoxia, which correlates to the insignificant measured 

change of opening angles (OAs) (6
0
 and -25

0
, or by 4.9% and -18%, for MPA and RPA, 

respectively). Though the change percentages in SRs are larger than that in OAs, the changes in 

the absolute values of SRs are small. And these small changes in SRs estimated from the model 

could be due to the measurement errors in the calf PA geometry data used in the model and can 

be neglected within the measurement error. In rat PAs, however, SRs increase with large 

amounts of 0.43 and 0.50, or by 442% and 257%, for MPA and RPA, respectively, and are 

predicted to be approximately linear to the corresponding OAs. This can be explained as follows. 

During PA remodeling in the rat, collagen is preferentially deposited over elastin, which 

increases the outer layer thickness fraction (
tf ). This preferential deposition could also increase 

the outer layer elastic modulus at small stretches, which would yield increase of the outer-to-

inner modulus ratio (
mf ). The increase of 

mf  is also predicted from our two-layer model as seen 

in Figure 5.6 when the outer layer thickness fraction (
tf ) increases (Note that Figure 5.6 is for 

control calf MPA, but similar curve is also found in rat PAs). As a result of the increases of both 

mf  and 
tf , SR increases, which means that the outer layer becomes stiffer in the hypertensive 

condition than in the control condition and can provide more constraint to the artery opening 

process. This would be reflected in a decrease in OA, which was observed in our study. This is 
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another means by which the change in OA can reveal structural changes in the artery (Fung, 

1991; Huang et al., 2001).  

 

5.4.4 Limitations 

There are several limitations in our study. First with regard to imaging, not every calf PA 

has its histological image for the measurement of the outer layer thickness fraction, whilst for the 

rats, our opened arterial sector images have insufficient resolution to measure the circumferential 

lengths of the inner and outer walls for the calculation of the residual stretches. This lack of the 

data in each PA prevents the calculation of the stiffness ratio for each PA and as a result, our 

study only estimates one stiffness ratio for each rat and calf group with the measured mean data 

and the estimated residual stretches. Future studies are needed to obtain this missing data, 

because the inter-individual difference could be very great. Second, the measurement uncertainty 

in the opening angle (OA) is not quantified. For OA estimated from the geometry data, its 

uncertainty depends on the accuracy of the measured arterial thickness and circumferential 

lengths. For OA estimated from the 3-point measurement, its uncertainty depends on the chosen 

middle point of inner layer. However, during the OA measurement, several points around the 

middle point of inner layer were chosen as the middle point to estimate OAs and it was found 

that these estimated OAs for the same artery in general had a difference less than 50. Thus such 

uncertainty in OA estimated from the 3-point measurement may be negligible. Nonetheless, the 

study on the uncertainty in OA could be useful especially when OA is used to estimate the 

residual stretches. Third, our layer-wise in vitro uniaxial tests were performed on adult calf 

MPAs, although our PH model is in the neonatal calf. Future work is needed for the layer-wise 

tests on the neonatal calf PAs and/or rat PAs to validate the proposed two-layer model. Finally, 

the proposed two-layer model assumes that the material in each layer is uniform through the 
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arterial wall thickness and has a linear stress-strain relationship in the small strain range. In fact, 

the artery is very complex with nonuniform distribution of arterial components (elastin, SMCs, 

collagen, etc) and the stress-strain curve is slightly nonlinear even within the small strain range. 

A more robust and sophisticated model is required to fully characterize the mechanical behavior 

of artery. All these limitations will be considered in future studies. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

We have quantified the geometrical and histological changes of calf and rat conduit PAs 

in response to arterial remodeling in chronic hypoxia and their inter-species differences. Further, 

we proposed a two-layer model to link the change of opening angle to the stiffness ratio of the 

outer to inner layer which is a combination quantity of the outer layer thickness fraction and the 

outer to inner layer modulus ratio. Our results show that there are great differences in the arterial 

remodeling between rat and calf PAs. As a result of remodeling due to chronic hypoxia, the 

opening angle does not change significantly in calf PAs but decreases dramatically in rat PAs. 

Correspondingly, the outer layer thickness fraction does not changes significantly in calf PAs but 

increases dramatically in rat PAs. Our proposed two-layer model predicts that a change in 

opening angle may be linked to a change in stiffness ratio. Therefore, the opening angle is linked 

to the histological structure and mechanics of the artery, and studying the opening angle and 

artery residual stretch provides insight into the functional changes of the artery in remodeled 

conditions. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Impact of Residual Stretch and Arterial Remodeling on Circumferential Stretch and 

Collagen Engagement in the Main Pulmonary Arteries of Healthy and Pulmonary 

Hypertensive Calves at Physiological Pressures 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The proximal pulmonary arteries (PAs) in patients with pulmonary hypertension (PH) 

display significant vascular remodeling and their mechanical behavior strongly influences the 

pulmonary arterial input impedance, which is a good measure of right ventricular (RV) afterload 

and of pulmonary vascular function (Milnor et al, 1969; Milnor, 1975; Grant and Lieber, 1996; 

Weinberg et al., 2004). Moreover, the stiffening of proximal PAs can result in the increase of the 

pulmonary arterial pulse pressure and mean right ventricular pressure (Grant et al., 1988) and 

proximal PA stiffness can predict mortality in patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension 

(Gan et al., 2007). Therefore, it is important to study the mechanical behavior of the proximal 

PAs under physiological conditions (Weinberg et al., 2004; Gan et al., 2007; Hunter et al., 

2008b).    

The chronically hypoxic neonatal calf is a noteworthy and well-established animal model 

of pediatric PH (Stenmark et al., 1987; Zuckerman et al., 1991) and the mechanics of proximal 

PAs of this animal model are more representative to that in pediatric with PH (Lammers et al., 

2010). Previous studies have shown that under chronic hypoxia conditions the calf proximal PAs 

underwent wall thickening (Stenmark et al., 1987; Zuckerman et al., 1991) and that the slope of 

pressure-diameter curve measured in the main PA (MPA) increased significantly (Zuckerman et 

al, 1991; Hunter et al., 2010). Such an increase in pressure-diameter slope of calf MPA was 

found to correlate to the increase of the mechanical properties of MPA (Hunter et al., 2010). 

Further, in vitro mechanical test have shown that both the fresh PA tissues and the elastin 
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component of those tissues displayed increases in their elastic moduli as a result of chronic 

hypoxia (Lammers et al., 2008). To accurately evaluate the mechanical behavior of PAs under 

physiological conditions, however, it is also necessary to determine the in vivo stretch or strain 

(deformation) state. This deformation state is required for accurate prediction of the stress state 

from an arterial constitutive model and for the estimation of contribution of arterial components 

such as elastin, collagen and smooth muscle cells to the pressure loading. Moreover, collagen, 

one of the important passive arterial components, is believed to only carry pressure loading at 

high stretches, and the engagement of collagen would result in very stiff artery which leads to the 

increase of RV afterload. Thus, it is very useful to determine the stretch state and the collagen 

engagement of proximal PAs under physiological conditions. 

It is well accepted that residual stretch and stress exist in an arterial ring under no-load 

state (Chuong and Fung, 1986; Fung, 1991; Holzapfel et al., 2000; Humphrey, 2002). The 

residual stretch, though not very large, has a strong influence on the arterial physiological stretch 

and stress states. The existence of residual stretch can reduce the stretch concentration at the 

artery inner wall when residual stretch is not considered, and thus makes the circumferential 

stretch distribution more uniform (Chuong and Fung, 1986; Fung, 1991; Holzapfel et al., 2000; 

Humphrey, 2002). The residual stretch can also increase the inner diameter at the in vivo state 

and thus decrease the shear stress on the inner wall, which makes the artery more compliant and 

improves the arterial performance as elastic reservoir (Rachev and Greenwald, 2003). Accurate 

estimation of the arterial stretch and stress states at in vivo state is also important to evaluate 

arterial smooth muscle cell activity (Chuong and Fung, 1986). Therefore, it is critical to 

incorporate the residual stretch or stress when studying the arterial mechanical function. 
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It is also well known that arterial remodeling can result in geometric, structural and 

functional changes in the artery. Pulmonary arterial remodeling as a result of chronic hypoxia 

leaded to increases in arterial wall thickness, alterations in the opening angle or residual stretch, 

and changes in mechanical properties of the rat proximal PAs (Huang et al., 2001). Similarly, the 

mechanical properties of the mouse proximal PAs were found to be linked to their geometrical 

and structural changes (Kobs et al., 2005). The arterial remodeling was believed to restore the in 

vivo circumferential stress to a normal value and to change the arterial stiffness to an optimal 

level (Hayashi and Naiki, 2009).  

To the best of our knowledge, the in vivo stretch state and collagen engagement of calf 

proximal PAs are still unknown. Considering the importance of residual stretch and arterial 

remodeling on the mechanical function of pulmonary arteries, the purposes of this study were (1) 

to investigate the residual stretch in MPAs of neonatal calves and compare the results between 

control and hypertensive groups, (2) to investigate the uniformity of circumferential stretch 

distribution across vessel wall in MPAs under physiological conditions with residual stretch 

taken into consideration, and (3) to evaluate the impact of circumferential stretch distribution and 

arterial remodeling on collagen engagement in MPAs under physiological conditions.  

 

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 In Vivo Pressure-Diameter Measurement and Data Processing 

All experimental studies were performed after approval by institutional animal care and 

use committees. Twenty-four newborn Holstein calves weighting between 35 and 50 kg were 

used with the hypoxic experiment as described in Section 5.2, Chapter 5. It is noted that the 

treated calves was under chronic hypoxia condition, at which mean pulmonary arterial pressure 

(mPAP) usually exceeded 100 mmHg. However, we performed the echo measurements at room 
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air condition, i.e., the ambient pressure condition. It is also important to note that the vascular 

structural remodeling seen in these treated animals is due to the two weeks’ duration of the 

highly elevated pressure. 

The instantaneous pressure within the middle section of MPA at the ambient pressure 

condition was measured with standard fluid-filled catheters (Transpac IV, Abbott Critical Care 

Systems, Abbott Park, IL, USA). Ultrasound color Motion-Mode tissue Doppler imaging 

(CMM-TDI) studies were performed simultaneously using a commercially available scanner 

(Vivid 5, GE Medical Systems Inc, Waukesha, WI, USA). A probe appropriate to animal size 

(2.5 or 3.5MHz) was used to access the animal. The ultrasound beam was swept through the long 

axis of the MPA to find the maximal diameter. Then a short-axis view was used to obtain CMM-

TDI measurements of instantaneous diameter and velocity of both upper and lower walls of the 

MPA (Hunter et al., 2010). 

The recorded data were post-processed offline using custom-written software (MATLAB, 

Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) as described in Chapter 2. The pressure-diameter data for 

each cardiac cycle were obtained from the simultaneous recording of pressure- and diameter-

time histories after this post-processing. The pressure- and diameter-time history data of each 

cardiac cycle were then transferred into frequency domain via discrete Fourier transform and the 

harmonic values up to the fourth mode were averaged on all the cycles and then transferred back 

to the time domain via inverse discrete Fourier transform with the number of data points in a 

cycle being the average number of data points of all the available cycles. As a result, an average 

pressure-diameter loop was obtained. It is noted that there was no significant difference in the 

average pressure-diameter curve if higher harmonic values of pressure and diameter data in the 

frequency domain were incorporated. The pressure-diameter curve at the systole portion or 
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during the increase of pressure was quite linear and was more reproducible from cycle and cycle 

than the whole cycle. Therefore, we only used this systole portion of the average pressure-

diameter curve for analysis. 

 

6.2.2 Histology 

Biopsies of the cross-sectional calf MPA tissue strips were fixed in 10% buffered 

formalin, embedded in paraffin wax, and stained with Verhoeff’s Van Gieson (VVG).  Bright-

field photomicrographs of the stained tissues were taken with a SPOT RT-900 digital camera 

(Diagnostic Instruments Inc., Sterling Heights, MI) mounted on a Nikon TE-200 microscope 

(Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY; 4-X magnification).   

 

6.2.3 Calculations 

The geometry data of MPA rings and opened sectors were measured as described in 

Section 3.3. With the geometry data, the residual stretches can be estimated as described in 

Section 3.4. For the deformed ring under physiological conditions, only the inner diameter can 

be obtained from the in vivo pressure-diameter measurement. Using the incompressibility 

condition of Equation (3.2) with 
oLL = , the outer diameter can be calculated for a given 

longitudinal stretch 
zλ . The stretch calculated by Equation (3.3) is then called the physiological 

circumferential stretch of artery under physiological conditions. On the other hand, if the residual 

stretches are not considered, the arterial ring at the no-load state (Figure 3.1(c)) is taken as the 

stress-free or reference state and the physiological circumferential stretch without considering 

residual stretches could be also estimated using Equations (3.2) and (3.3) with OA=0 in Equation 

(3.2). In order to characterize the physiological circumferential stretch distribution across the 

vessel wall, we propose a uniformity index (UI) defined as 
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= ,                                                                         (6.1) 

where i

θ
λ  and o

θ
λ  are the physiological circumferential stretches at the inner and outer walls, 

respectively. 

To investigate whether or not collagen fibers engage under physiological conditions, a 

simple and reasonable model for collagen fiber distribution was adopted in this study. 

Histological studies have shown that collagen fibers in the artery are coiled and wavy at the 

unloaded state (Clark and Glaov, 1985; Dingemans et al., 2000) and are arranged in helical 

structures in the arterial tube in the form of two families within which individual collagen fibers 

are distributed around mean (family) orientations (Canham et al., 1989; Finlay et al., 1995; 

Holzapfel et al., 2000). Therefore, collagen fibers are modeled to have two families embedded in 

the plane perpendicular to the radial direction that are symmetric with respect to the longitudinal 

axis (Holzapfel et al., 2000; Zulliger et al., 2004a), and the angle between the two family fibers is 

θ2  as shown in Figure 6.1. Such a model is based on the constitutive theory for fiber-reinforced 

composites (Spencer, 1984) and is able to capture the cylindrically orthotropic mechanical 

behavior of artery combined with the mechanical behavior of other components of artery. 

θ

θ

circumferential

longitudinal

θ

θ

circumferential

longitudinal

 

Figure 6.1. Schematic of the direction of two-family collagen fibers at strain-free state. 
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In the uniaxial mechanical test on circumferentially- or longitudinally-oriented 

pulmonary arterial strips, the typical stress-stretch curve exhibits highly nonlinear behavior with 

an approximately linear region at low stretch, a transition region and another approximately 

linear region at high stretch with higher modulus before fracture (Lammers et al., 2008). The 

higher modulus in the second linear region is due to the engagement of collagen because the 

wavy collagen fibers become straightened and start to carry load during the transition region. A 

circumferential transition stretch can be estimated for such a stress-stretch curve for a 

circumferential arterial strip (Lammers et al., 2008). Assuming equal stretches in the radial and 

longitudinal directions in a uniaxial test on a circumferential arterial strip before the transition 

stretch, the stretches in these two directions ( Λ ) can be calculated from the incompressibility 

condition, 1T2
=ΛΛ

θ
, where T

θ
Λ  is the circumferential transition stretch. Thus, the stretch in the 

fiber direction at the state of the circumferential transition stretch is 

( )
2

T T 2 2 2

fiber cos sin
θ

θ θΛ = Λ + Λ .                                                    (6.2) 

At in vivo state, the stretch in the fiber direction at an arbitrary point of artery is 

θλθλλ
θ

2222

fiber sincos)()( zrr += .                                                      (6.3) 

When the stretch of fiber as calculated with Equation (6.3) is larger than the engaged stretch of 

fiber, T

fiberΛ , collagen at those locations will engage. The critical stretch for the circumferential 

stretch can be obtained from Equation (6.3).  

The circumferential transition stretches ( T

θ
Λ ) were estimated from the uniaxial test on the 

pulmonary arteries as 1.49 ± 0.08 and 1.51 ± 0.10 for control and hypertensive groups 

respectively and there was no significant difference in T

θ
Λ  between the two groups (Lammers et 

al., 2008); thus a circumferential transition stretch of 1.5 was used in Equation (6.2) for the 
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collagen engagement calculation for all the arteries collected from both groups under 

physiological conditions. The collagen fiber angle in calf MPA does not exist in the literature. 

However, our uniaxial mechanical tests on the circumferential and longitudinal MPA strips show 

that the artery is approximately isotropic in these two directions for some MPAs but a little 

stiffer in the circumferential direction for other MPAs. Thus, two collagen fiber angles (θ ) of 

40
0
 and 45

0
 were adopted in the calculation to obtain a range of the collagen engagement stretch 

under physiological conditions. The in vivo longitudinal stretch of MPA was not measured. 

Therefore, several longitudinal stretches varying from 1.0 to 1.5 were taken for the calculations 

in this study. However, pervious studies showed that the measured mean in vivo longitudinal 

stretches were 1.15 for proximal mouse aorta (Guo et al., 2002) and 1.2 for the descending 

region of the canine and porcine aortas (Han and Fung, 1995). Therefore, the in vivo longitudinal 

stretch of the calf MPA is believed to be small. The representative value of 1.1 was chosen 

whenever a specific in vivo longitudinal stretch of MPA was needed for some result presentation. 

 

6.2.4 Statistics 

All the data are presented as mean ± SD unless specified otherwise. The two-tailed two-

sample t-test assuming normality in the data with variances determined from an F test was used 

to compare the geometry dimensions and residual stretches of MPA and the uniformity indexes 

between control and hypertensive groups. Equivalence tests (Hatch, 1996) were performed to 

compare the geometry dimensions and residual stretches of MPA between control and 

hypertensive groups assuming the equivalence interval equal to 10% of the average value of the 

control group. A mixed-effects regression method was used to model the uniformity index and in 

vivo outer-walled circumferential stretch at the end-diastole and end-systole as a function of 

pressure. The confidence level was set at 95% for all tests. The regression analyses were 
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performed with SAS software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), while all the other statistical analyses 

were performed with MATLAB software (MATLAB, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). 

 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Arterial Residual Stretch and Morphometry 

A representation of the residual circumferential stretch distribution across the vessel wall 

of MPA is shown in Figure 6.2. The artery at the no-load state is under compression at the inner 

wall and under tension at the outer wall, and the stretch distribution is found to be approximately 

linear. Therefore, knowing the residual circumferential stretches at the inner and outer wall is 

enough to approximately determine the residual circumferential stretch distribution. The 

comparisons of the mean pulmonary arterial pressure (mPAP), morphology, opening angle (OA) 

and residual circumferential stretches at the inner and outer walls of MPA between control and 

hypertensive groups have been summarized in Table 5.1(a) in Chapter 5. mPAP increases 

significantly from the control to hypertensive group. There is no significant difference in the 

inner diameter (ID) of MPA at no-load state between control and hypertensive groups and the 

IDs of the two groups are statistically equivalent. Both the arterial wall thickness and the 

thickness to ID ratio have significant increases from control to hypertensive group. The 

differences in OA and the residual circumferential stretches at the inner and outer walls between 

the two groups are not significant, and the residual stretches at the inner and outer walls are 

statistically equivalent between the two groups. 
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Figure 6.2. A representation of the circumferential residual stretch distribution across the vessel 

wall. 

 

Figure 6.3 demonstrates the circumferential stretch distribution of MPA at end-diastolic 

and end-systolic pressures with the in vivo longitudinal stretch assumed to be 1.1 with and 

without residual circumferential stretches considered for two representative calves with each 

from control (Figure 6.3(a)) and hypertensive (Figure 6.3(b)) groups. When the residual 

circumferential stretch is not incorporated in which the close ring is taken as the zero-strain state 

(noted as ‘close ring’ in the figures), the circumferential stretch distribution is not uniform and 

the stretch is largest at the inner wall at both pressures for both calves. However, when the 

residual circumferential stretch is incorporated in which the open sector is taken as the zero-
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strain state (noted as ‘open ring’ in the figures), the largest circumferential stretch is seen at the 

outer wall at both pressures for both calves. Similar stretch distribution is also found for all the 

other calves. 
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(b) 
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Figure 6.3. The circumferential stretch distribution of MPA at end-diastolic and end-systolic 

pressures at 11.=zλ  with and without residual circumferential stretch (indicated as ‘open ring’ 

and ‘close ring’ in the figures, respectively) considered for (a) control and (b) hypertensive 

calves. 

 

6.3.2 Uniformity Index 

To characterize the nonuniform circumferential stretch distribution, the uniformity 

indexes at the end-diastolic and end-systolic pressures for control and hypertensive groups are 

shown in Figure 6.4 with the longitudinal stretch varying from 1 to 1.5 when the residual 

circumferential stretch is considered. Due to the lack of or the difficulty in obtaining echo 
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measurement on some calves, the pressure-diameter data were only obtained for five and seven 

calves respectively for the control and hypertensive groups. As seen from the figure, if the 

longitudinal stretch is larger, the mean uniformity indexes become smaller at both pressures for 

both groups. It is also found that the circumferential stretch is always greatest at the outer wall 

for all the calves in their physiological pressure range. The mean uniformity indexes of the 

hypertensive group are about 50% smaller than those of the control group at both pressures for 

all the longitudinal stretches from 1 to 1.5.  
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Figure 6.4. The uniformity index at end-diastole and end-systole for both groups at different in 

vivo longitudinal stretches. Bars represent the standard deviation. 
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Figure 6.5 shows the mixed-effects regression between the uniformity index and the 

pressure at the in vivo longitudinal stretch of 1.1. The two endpoints of each segment represent 

the uniformity indexes of a calf MPA at the end-diastole and end-systole, respectively. The 

uniformity index decreases as the pressure increases for both groups but with greater decreasing 

trend in the control group. The difference in the decreasing trend between the two groups 

predicted from the mixed-effects model is statistically significant (P = 0.0069). The 

extrapolations of the two regression lines from the model indicate that the uniformity index will 

be zero around 80 mmHg for control group and larger than 120 mmHg for hypertensive group. 
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Figure 6.5. Mixed-effects regression analyses between uniformity index and pressure for (a) 

control and (b) hypertensive groups at 11.=zλ . 

 

6.3.3 In Vivo Circumferential Stretch and Collagen Engagement 

The mean circumferential stretches at the inner and outer walls of the artery at different 

longitudinal stretches at end-diastolic and end-systolic pressures for both groups are shown in 

Figure 6.6 (a) and (b), respectively. The inner wall stretch is constant with respect to the in vivo 

longitudinal stretch since it is defined by our in vivo measurements. The critical circumferential 

stretches for collagen to engage with collagen fiber angles at 40
0
 and 45

0
 are also shown in the 

figures as dashed and dotted curves, respectively. As a consequence of the disease state which 
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increases the pressure loading of the vessels, the mean circumferential stretches at the inner and 

outer walls of the hypertensive group arteries are greater than those of the control group at both 

pressures. As longitudinal stretch increases, the critical circumferential stretches decrease at both 

collagen fiber angles, and the mean circumferential stretches at the outer wall also decrease but 

to a smaller degree. For the control group MPAs at both end-diastolic and end-systolic pressures, 

the circumferential stretch is smaller than the critical circumferential stretch at small longitudinal 

stretch and around the critical circumferential stretch at larger longitudinal stretch, depending on 

the fiber angle. For the hypertensive group MPAs, at the end-diastolic pressure, the 

circumferential stretch at the outer wall is around the critical circumferential stretch at small 

longitudinal stretch, while at larger longitudinal stretch the circumferential stretch across the 

whole artery can be larger than the critical circumferential stretch. Similarly, at end-systolic 

pressure, the circumferential stretch across the whole artery is around or larger than the critical 

circumferential stretch at all longitudinal stretch values. 
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(b) 
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Figure 6.6. The mean physiological circumferential stretches at the inner and outer walls of the 

artery at different longitudinal stretches at (a) end-diastolic and (b) end-systolic pressures for 

control and hypertensive groups and the critical circumferential stretches for collagen 

engagement with collagen fiber angles at 40
0
 and 45

0
. Bars represent the standard deviation. 

 

Figure 6.7 shows the in vivo circumferential stretch modeled as a function of pressure at 

the in vivo longitudinal stretch of 1.1. The two endpoints of each segment represent the in vivo 

circumferential stretches at the outer wall of a calf MPA at the end-diastole and end-systole, 

respectively. The mixed-effects model predicts that under physiological conditions collagen in 
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MPA starts to engage around 45 mmHg for the control group and around 60 mmHg for the 

hypertensive group. The slopes of these models are statistically different (P = 0.0026). 
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Figure 6.7. Mixed-effects regression analyses between in vivo circumferential stretch at outer 

wall and pressure for (a) control and (b) hypertensive groups at 11.=zλ . The dashed and dash-

dotted lines are the critical circumferential stretches for collagen engagement with collagen fiber 

angles at 40
0
 and 45

0
, respectively. 

 

6.3.4 Histology 

Representative histological images of control and hypertensive MPA tissues are shown in 

Figure 6.8. The adventitial layer is deposited with lots of collagen fibers and has an area fraction 

of about 10% for both calves. And there are much more collagen fibers deposited in the 

adventitial layer than in the medial and intimal layers for both calves. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 6.8. Representative VVG-stained histological images for (a) control and (b) hypertensive 

calves. Collagen and elastin appear red and black, respectively. Adventitia and intima are at the 

left and right sides of the images, respectively. 

 

6.4 Discussion 

The residual stretch of the conduit arteries has been found to be important in accurately 

estimating the arterial in vivo strain state (Chuong and Fung, 1986; Holzapfel et al., 2000), in 

reducing the in vivo strain gradient across the vessel wall (Chuong and Fung, 1986; Fung, 1991; 

Holzapfel et al., 2000; Humphrey, 2002), and in making arteries more compliant and thus 

improving the vessel performance as elastic reservoirs (Rachev and Greenwald, 2003). Arterial 

remodeling, including the changes of geometry, structure and properties in response to 

hypertension, has also been suggested to restore the arterial wall stress to a normal value and to 

change the arterial stiffness to an optimal level based on lots of studies on rat aortic and carotid 

arteries, human carotid and radial arteries, and veins in rat, rabbit and swine (Hayashi and Naiki, 

2009). However, there are still no studies on the impact of the residual stretch and arterial 
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remodeling in large mammal PAs, which are more complex than that of rodent species and 

potentially more relevant to human disease (Stenmark et al., 2006). Thus, the purpose of this 

study was to investigate the impact of arterial remodeling due to chronic hypoxia on the residual 

stretch, the circumferential stretch distribution and collagen engagement in calf MPAs under 

physiological pressure conditions. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this investigation 

provides the first such study of these parameters in the MPAs of normal and hypertensive calves. 

Several interesting and important results are discussed in detail as follows. 

 

6.4.1 Arterial Residual Stretch and Morphometry 

Similar to rat proximal PAs in previous studies (Kobs et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2001), 

the arterial wall thickness of calf MPA was found to increase significantly due to chronic 

hypoxia, which is also consistent to the previous studies on the calf MPAs (Zuckerman et al., 

1991; Lammers et al., 2008). The opening angles of calf MPAs did not change significantly in 

response to chronic hypoxia and have an average of 128
0
 ± 31

0
 for all the control and 

hypertensive calves, and the residual stretches at the inner and outer wall did no change 

significantly. In the rat MPA, however, significant changes due to chronic hypoxia were also 

seen in the opening angles, which were larger than 180
0
 (Fung and Liu, 1991; Huang, et al., 

2001) in MPA for both control and hypertensive groups; the residual stretches in rat MPA are 

expected to change significantly from control to hypertensive group because of the dramatic 

change of opening angle. Such differences between rat and calf MPAs may be due to their 

different arterial remodeling mechanisms (Stenmark et al., 2006). 

 

6.4.2 Circumferential Stretch Distribution and Uniformity 
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Under physiological conditions with residual stretches considered, the stress 

concentration at the inner wall as indicated in Figure 6.3 disappeared as expected and the 

circumferential stretch increased approximately linear from inner to outer wall (Figure 6.3). The 

circumferential stretch distribution was not uniform within the physiological pressure range for 

both groups, but the hypertensive group had a more uniform circumferential stretch distribution 

than the control group, presumably due to arterial remodeling and higher physiological pressures 

(Figure 6.4). The opening angles for both groups were less than 180
0
, which satisfies the 

theoretical requirement for uniform circumferential stretch (Guo et al., 2005). However, the 

uniformity did not exist for both groups in the physiological pressure range. In fact, the 

nonuniformity of the circumferential stretch was also found in the pig coronary arteries and aorta 

and its branches with opening angles less than 1800 (Guo et al., 2005). Therefore, the uniform 

circumferential stretch hypothesis (Takamizawa and Hayashi, 1987) may be invalid for some 

arteries and should be employed with caution. The accuracy of the arterial strain state can be 

very important when the strain or stress distribution across the vessel is used to estimate the 

smooth muscle activity which depends on its local strain and stress states (Fung, 1984). 

At a longitudinal stretch of 1.1, the hypertensive group uniformity indexes were about 

50% less than the control group indexes within each group’s physiological pressure range 

(Figure. 6.4). All the uniformity indexes are about 10% or greater, which indicates that the 

circumferential stretch at the outer wall is at least 10% larger than at the inner wall as can be 

seen from Equation (6.1). As pressure increases, the circumferential stretch across vessel wall 

becomes more uniform for each group but with a greater trend in the control group (Figure 6.5). 

The change of uniformity index in the hypertensive group is less than that in the control group, 

again presumably due to arterial remodeling. Absent such changes, the in vivo circumferential 
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stretch of the MPAs in the hypertensive group predicted from the trend in the control group 

would be greatest at the inner wall in the physiological pressure range. Such stretch distribution 

would result in higher stiffness of MPA and thus higher RV afterload. Therefore, the arterial 

remodeling restores the stretch distribution with largest stretch at the outer wall and tries to 

restore the arterial compliance. 

 

6.4.3 Collagen Engagement and Histology    

As seen from Figure 6.7, knowing only the circumferential transition stretch ( T

θ
Λ ) 

estimated from the uniaxial test is not enough to determine collagen engagement under 

physiological conditions; also required are the in vivo longitudinal stretch and the collagen fiber 

angle in the model. At a longitudinal stretch of 1.1 and the collagen fiber angle of 45
0
, the 

control calves do not display significant collagen engagement even at the end-systolic pressure 

(Figure 6.7(a)), while most of the hypertensive calves begin to engage collagen at the end-

diastolic pressure and are fully engaged at the end-systolic pressure (Figure 6.7(b)). Because of 

the approximately linear increase of the circumferential stretch from the inner to outer wall of 

artery, the collagen near the outer wall – e.g., in the adventitial layer – will engage earlier than 

that nearer to the inner wall and the media layer. As a result of the collagen engagement, the 

MPAs in hypertensive calves are expected to operate at the stiffer state which is consistent to the 

previous study that found the higher pressure-diameter modulus in hypertensive calves than in 

control calves (Hunter et al., 2010). This also implies that a smaller slope of the uniformity index 

against pressure in the hypertensive group (Figure 6.5) could be partially due to reduced MPA 

distensibility because of collagen engagement. Moreover, reduced or negligible collagen 

engagement in control calves indicates that elastin is the mechanically dominant arterial 

component in the physiological pressure region. Conversely, collagen engagement in the 
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hypertensive calves implies that both elastin and collagen play a role in carrying the pressure 

load and contribute to right ventricular afterload, and it is possible that collagen is the primary 

load-carrying extracellular matrix (ECM) at high pressures. These findings confirm previous 

speculation regarding the contribution of individual ECM components (primarily elastin and 

collagen) to the mechanical function of calf proximal PAs under physiological conditions 

(Lammers et el., 2008).  

Regressing change in circumferential stretch of the outer wall as a function of pressure, 

as shown in Figure 6.7, predicted that collagen starts to engage at higher pressures in the 

hypertensive group than that in the control group, although the circumferential transition 

stretches ( T

θ
Λ ) for collagen are the same for both groups. Remodeling is known to reduce stretch 

in the hypertensive group compared to the control group at a given stress in the uniaxial testing, 

and it was also speculated that remodeling also results in the decrease of the arterial diameter and 

thus the stretch at the same physiological pressure (Lammers et al., 2008). Such speculation is 

confirmed in this study. Remodeling delays the collagen engagement to higher pressure levels, 

resulting in an artery that is less stiff compared to the artery of control calf with fully engaged 

collagen in the physiological hypertensive pressure range. Therefore, the arterial remodeling tries 

to maintain the Windkessel function or the elastic reservoir of MPA and to reduce RV afterload 

due to the increased pressure in MPA. However, the remodeling is limited in that severely 

hypertensive calves can still undergo significant collagen engagement.  

Histological sections of both control and hypertensive calf arteries (Figure 6.8) show that 

the majority of collagen present in the vessels lies near the outer wall. Although arterial wall 

thickness increased as a result of chronic-hypoxia induced arterial remodeling, no changes in the 

collagen distribution were seen. Such collagen distribution in the MPA may be linked to the 
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stretch distribution across the vessel wall and is explained as follows. For the control calves with 

relatively low physiological pressure, seldom or no collagen engages and elastin is the dominant 

component for carrying load, which provides great compliance for the artery. For the control 

calves in the exercise with higher pressure and the hypertensive calves with higher physiological 

pressure, collagen in the adventitial layer engages first due to the largest stretch at the outer wall, 

which in turn is due to the residual stretch and arterial remodeling. While the residual stretch 

makes the artery more compliant (Rachev and Greenwald, 2003) ) and the arterial remodeling 

tries to restore the compliant arterial behavior for hypertensive calves, such collagen distribution 

and engagement can effectively protect the artery from over dilation at high pressure (Burton, 

1954).  

 

6.4.4 Limitations 

Several limitations are noted in our study. First of all, the MPA outer diameter thickness, 

and longitudinal stretch were not measured in the intact animal or in-situ due to technical 

difficulties. The knowledge of these MPA geometric parameters in-situ will facilitate the 

accurate determination of the in vivo circumferential stretch. Secondly, a simple collagen model 

assuming two-family fibers was used. Since the collagen distribution in the artery is dispersed in 

both fiber orientation and location (Gasser et al., 2006), a more advanced and sophisticated 

collagen model considering such fiber distribution may provide more accurate estimation of 

collagen engagement under physiological conditions. Finally, the artery was assumed 

homogeneous for the estimation of the residual stretch distribution. Earlier studies showed that 

the artery might be considered as one-layer homogeneous material and the assumption of one-

layer homogeneous material can still provide reasonably approximate stretch estimation (Han 

and Fung, 1996). However, the artery has three layers with different histology and several 
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components with different properties (Roach and Burton, 1957; Holzapfel et al., 2000; 

Humphrey, 2002; Gasser et al., 2006), and the opened sector might not be considered as a zero-

strain state (Greenwald et al., 1997; Holzapfel et al., 2007; Stergiopuluos et al., 2001; Zeller and 

Skalak, 1998). Further studies will be needed to accurately determine the residual stretch in calf 

MPA. All these limitations will be considered in future studies.  

 

6.5 Conclusion 

We have investigated the residual circumferential stretch in calf MPA and examined the 

impacts of the residual circumferential stretch and arterial remodeling on the circumferential 

stretch distribution and the collagen engagement of calf MPAs under physiological conditions 

for the control and hypertensive groups. In the calf model of PAH, remodeling in the MPA 

increases the elastin modulus at low stretches (Lammers et al., 2008), which we have shown in 

turn 1) maintains high compliance of the artery in vivo by preventing collagen engagement at the 

new higher operating pressures and 2) changes the rate at which the uniformity index approaches 

zero, thereby retaining the appropriate, protective strain distribution imparted by the residual 

stretch. In conclusion, arterial remodeling has a strong impact on the mechanical behavior of the 

calf MPA under physiological conditions, and understanding those impacts is important to 

evaluate pulmonary artery hemodynamics and RV afterload. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Prediction of the Disease Severity of Pulmonary Hypertension through the Collagen 

Contribution Estimated from Arterial Constitutive Model in Calf Model 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The mechanical properties and behavior of proximal pulmonary arteries (PAs) has been 

used to evaluate the disease severity of pulmonary hypertension (PH), because the stiffening of 

proximal of PAs can result in the increase in pulmonary arterial pulse pressure and mean right 

ventricular pressure (Grant et al., 1988) and the proximal PA stiffness can predict mortality in 

patients with PH (Gan et al., 2007). To examine the mechanical properties of proximal PAs, the 

in vivo pressure-diameter curve is measured either invasively or noninvasively. The pressure-

diameter slope, the Peterson pressure-strain elastic modulus or dynamic compliance calculated 

from pressure-diameter curve is then used often as a tool for measuring the PA stiffness or 

compliance and thus to indicate the arterial function (Weinberg et al., 2004; Ingram et al., 1970; 

Santana et al., 2005; Dyer et al., 2006; Zuckerman et al., 1991).  

However, the aforementioned quantities calculated from the pressure-diameter curve are 

only the indication of the overall mechanics of the proximal PAs, the information about the 

individual arterial component’s contribution to the mechanical properties of PAs can not be 

extracted from these quantities. Proximal PAs are composed of elastin, collagen, smooth muscle 

cells, ground substance, etc. And it has been showed that during the development of PH, 

proximal PAs undergo structural remodeling with major accumulation of elastin and collagen to 

withstand the elevated pulmonary pressure (Poiani et al., 1990; Jeffery and Morrell, 2002; 

Stenmark et al., 2006). While elastin is dominant in contributing to the mechanical properties in 

the low pressure range, collagen is believed to be dominant in the high pressure range to prevent 
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the artery from excessive dilation. As more collagen engages in the physiological state, the artery 

becomes stiffer. Therefore, the amount of collagen engagement is directly related to the pressure-

diameter curve and its slope and thus may be a good indicator for the disease stage of the patients 

and better than the aforementioned quantities calculated from the pressure-diameter curve. 

It would be very useful if the arterial component behavior can be extracted from the in 

vivo pressure-diameter curve through certain arterial constitutive model. To the best of our 

knowledge, no work has been published that applies the arterial constitutive model accounting 

for separate arterial components to the proximal PAs and studies the contribution of each 

component to the pressure at the physiological state. Therefore, the goals of this study were 1) to 

estimate the uncertainties of pressure, diameter and the pressure-diameter slope from the 

measurement in neonatal calf model in our lab, 2) to predict the pressure-diameter curve with 

several arterial constitutive models, and to validate the models by comparing the predicted slope 

and diameter to the corresponding measured quantities, and 3) to predict the collagen 

contribution to the pressure in the physiological condition from a chosen validated arterial 

constitutive model and to examine the correlation between such contribution and the PH disease 

severity. 

 

7.2 Materials and Methods 

7.2.1 Materials and In Vivo Pressure-Diameter Measurement 

All experimental studies were performed after approval by institutional animal care and 

use committees. Fifteen newborn Holstein calves with ages between 1 and 3 days and weights 

between 35 and 50 kg were used with the hypoxic experiment procedure similar to the previous 

studies by Stenmark et al. (1987) and Zuckerman et al. (1991). Eight of the calves were put into 

a large hypobaric chamber at an atmospheric pressure of 430 mmHg (4570 m equivalent air 
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pressure) for two weeks to develop PH. The others remained at local ambient pressure (630 

mmHg at Fort Collins, CO) for two weeks before testing. Both the two animal groups were held 

at the ambient pressure for at least an hour before the pressure-diameter measurement to 

minimize residual hypoxic vasoconstriction and then tested at the ambient pressure. After this 

measurement, the animals were then held in the simulated hypoxic condition (10% O
2
) in the 

chamber for the pressure-diameter measurement. Finally, the animals were returned to the 

ambient pressure condition and injected with vasodilator drugs and the pressure-diameter data at 

this situation were also obtained. 

The instantaneous pressure within the middle section of main PA (MPA) was measured 

with standard fluid-filled catheters (Transpac IV, Abbott Critical Care Systems, Abbott Park, IL, 

USA). Ultrasound color Motion-Mode tissue Doppler imaging (CMM-TDI) was used to obtain 

the image of the artery simultaneously at the position of MPA close to that of the pressure 

catheter (see more details in Chapter 2 and Hunter et al., 2010). The instantaneous diameter was 

extracted from the CMM-TDI images by using custom-written MATLAB image-processing code 

(MATLAB, Mathworks Inc, Natick, Mass). The recorded pressure and extracted diameter data 

were then separated and collected into individual cardiac cycles based on the 

electrocardiographic (ECG) gating. 

 

7.2.2 Averaging Pressure-Diameter Data and Uncertainty Calculation 

 The pressure-time histories were in general measured quite accurately with relatively 

small variation between cycles. However, the diameter-time histories usually had a large 

variation between cycles majorly due to the respiration effect. Such large variation would lead to 

a large uncertainty in the average diameter-time curve in a cardiac cycle. To reduce such effect 

due to respiration which is low-frequency noise, a low-frequency bandstop filter was used. This 
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was simply done by setting the moduli of the low-frequency spectrum of diameter to be zero. An 

example is shown in Figure 7.1. After filtering, the variation between cycles is greatly reduced. It 

is noted that such filtering process does not affect the average values of the diameter at all the 

time steps through a cycle.    
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(b) 
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Figure 7.1. An example for low-frequency filtering of the diameter-time curve with many cycles: 

(a) original curve; (b) after filtering. 

 

The pressure-diameter curve at the systole portion or during the increase of pressure was 

quite linear and was more reproducible from cycle and cycle than the whole cycle (Hunter et al., 

2010). Therefore, we only used this portion of the pressure-diameter curve for analysis. The 

average values of pressure and diameter were obtained at both the end-diastole and the end-

systole, and the uncertainties in these average values were calculated as 

( ) ( )
2S

P(D)

2R

P(D)95,P(D) δδ
ν

+= tU ,                                                   (7.1) 
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where the subscript P(D) denotes for pressure or diameter, the superscript R and S denotes for 

the random and systematic errors respectively, and 95,vt  is the t value from the Student’s t 

distribution with v  degrees of freedom for a 95% confidence level, and v  is the number of 

degrees of freedom associated with )(DPU . See Chapter 2 for more details. 

The pressure-diameter slope is calculated as 

      
DS

DSslope
DD

PP

−

−
= ,                                                             (7.2) 

where the subscripts S and D denote for the end-systole and the end-diastole, respectively. The 

uncertainty in slope can be obtained via the error propagation from the errors in pressures and 

diameters at the end-systole and the end-diastole. See Chapter 2 for more details on the basics of 

error propagation. 

 Another error in the diameter measurement could be due to the geometry issue. During 

the echo measurement, the ultrasound beam, which is used for obtaining the dynamic image of 

the arterial wall, might neither lie through the center of arterial tube nor be on the cross-sectional 

plane of the arterial tube as shown in Figure 7.2. When the ultrasound beam does not lie through 

the center as in Figure 7.2 (a),  

 ( )
2

0

2

truetest )( dtRtR += ,                                                     (7.3) 

where t
 
denotes for time, )(test tR

 
is the measured radius, )(true tR

 
is the true radius, and 0d  is the 

distance between the beam and the true diameter line. When the beam is tilted from the center as 

in Figure 7.2 (b), 

θcos)()( truetest tRtR = .                        (7.4) 
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where θ
 
is the angle between the beam and the true diameter. The difference between the 

measured diameter and the true value can be calculated by using both Equations (7.3) and (7.4) if 

both 0d  and θ
 
are known.  

(a)                                                                                (b) 
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2Rtrue
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Figure 7.2.  Schematic of the ultrasound beam position at the arterial tube. 

 

7.2.3 In Vitro Mechanical Test on MPA 

After the animals were sacrificed, fresh MPAs were harvested and tested within 24 hours. 

A ring was cut off from each fresh MPA tissue and then photographed for the geometry 

measurement. The ring was then cut radially and photographed again for the geometry 

measurement. With these geometry measurements, the zero-stress state (the opened ring) can be 

established and the residual stretch can be estimated. See more details in Chapter 3. After this, 

rectangular MPA strips in both circumferential and longitudinal directions were prepared for 

uniaxial tensile test in a universal material testing system (MTS insight II, MTS Systems 

Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN) in PBS buffer at 36
0
C (see more details in Chapter 3). An 

approximately square MPA tissue was also prepared for the biaxial testing in a user-built planar 

biaxial tester (See more details in Chapter 3). After the tests, the tissues underwent a chemical 
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process to remove all the arterial components except the elastin. The pure elastin scaffold tissues 

were then under the same uniaxial tensile or biaxial testing as for the fresh tissues. 

 

7.2.4 Arterial Constitutive Models 

Several arterial constitutive models were chosen and compared in this study, and these 

models only describe the passive mechanical behavior of artery and consist of two parts with one 

part contributed by collagen fibers. The first model has strain-energy function (SEF) as 

(Holzapfel and Weizsäcker, 1998; Holzapfel, 2006) 

( ) ( )[ ]1223 221112

2

2222

2

11111anisoiso −+++−=+= EEcEcEcCIG expψψψ ,        (7.5) 

where the subscripts iso and aniso denote for isotropic and anisotropic SEFs, respectively. The 

isotropic part is associated with the elastin and other non-collageneous ground matrix, and the 

anisotropic part is associated with collagen fibers. There are several inequality constraints on the 

model parameters, see Chapter 3 for more details. 

 The SEF of the second model is 
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In this model, two-family collagen fibers are assumed to embed in the plane perpendicular to the 

radial direction and being symmetric with respect to the longitudinal axis, and each family of 

collagen fibers has an exponential SEF (Holzapfel et al., 2000). Both the first and the second 

models were fitted to the tested stress-strain data of fresh MPA only to obtain the model 

parameters. 

 By examining the mechanical behavior of pure elastin, it was found that pure elastin is 

not exactly isotropic but with some degree of anisotropy (Gundiah et al., 2007, 2009; Zou and 
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Zhang, 2009). To account for such anisotropic effect, we proposed the following SEF to describe 

the mechanical behavior of pure elastin 

( ) ( ) ( )
23

666

23

4441elastin 323223
//

−++−++−= IIGIIGIGψ ,                  (7.7) 

The model parameters were obtained by fitting the SEF to the effective stress-strain data of pure 

elastin. The effective stress was calculated by dividing the force on elastin in the test by the 

cross-section area of fresh MPA strip. Thus the obtained model parameters are effective 

parameters that have incorporated the area fraction of elastin. 

Having such an SEF for elastin, the SEF of the third and the fourth models are 

respectively 
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and 

( ) ( )11 6coll2
1

4coll2
1
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where the anisotropic part in the fourth model or Equation (7.9) is proposed by Zulliger et al. 

(2004a), see Chapter 3 for more details. The model parameters in the anisotropic parts of these 

two models were obtained by fitting the whole SEF to the stress-strain data of fresh MPA with 

the stress-strain data of elastin were calculated based on the obtained model parameters for 

elastin SEF from the above-mentioned fitting method using the pure elastin testing. 

 

7.2.5 Calculations 

The pressure-diameter curves were predicted from these arterial constitutive models 

using the zero-stress state as described in Section 3.4. When the artery is loaded with only lumen 

pressure but without traction on outer surface, the lumen pressure can be obtained as 
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where 
or  and 

ir  are respectively the outer and inner radii of artery in the pressurized state. Here, 

the cylindrical coordinate system is used and the first equation in Equation (3.16) can be 

substituted into Equation (7.10) with the subscripts 1 and 2 replaced by θ  and r , respectively.   

 Because the pressure measurement was more accurate than the diameter, we used the 

portion of predicted pressure-diameter curve within the same pressure range as the measured for 

comparison. The pressure-diameter slope from model prediction is calculated by Equation (7.2). 

The difference in slope between model prediction and measurement can then be estimated. The 

percent difference of diameter at the end-systole or the end-diastole between model prediction 

and measurement is defined by 

Test

TestModeldiffP
D

DD −
= ,                                                        (7.11) 

where ModelD  is the diameter from model prediction and TestD  is the measured average diameter. 

The contribution of elastin and collagen to the pressure loading can be separated in the 

pressure estimation as follows,  
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Thus, the contribution of collagen to the pressure loading is 

P

Pcollagen
% = .                                                                       (7.13) 

 

7.3 Initial Results 

Table 7.1 shows the uncertainties in pressure and diameter at the end-diastole and the 

end-systole and in the slope for the in vivo pressure-diameter measurement at the baseline 
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conditions. The percent uncertainties are less than 10% in pressures and less than 2% in 

diameters. The propagation of these errors in pressures and diameters to the pressure-diameter 

slope results in an average percent uncertainty of 21.7%. 

 

Table 7.1. Mean uncertainties in pressures, diameters and slope for 15 calves. 

 

Quantity Pressure 

(Diastole) 

Pressure 

(Systole) 

Diameter 

(Diastole) 

Diameter 

(Systole) 

Slope 

Mean ± Std 7.2 ± 6.4% 2.8 ± 0.98% 2.0 ± 1.6% 1.6 ± 1.1% 21.7 ± 9.6% 

 

Figure 7.3 shows the variance of the change in diameters and slope with potential errors 

from the ultrasound beam alignment issue. The changes in diameters at both the end-diastole and 

the end-systole are less than 15% for 030<θ and 0d  less than 50% of the true radius at end-

diastole ( %50D

True0 <Rd ), and less than 5% for 015<θ and %30D

True0 <Rd . The changes in the 

pressure-diameter slope are less than 35% for 030<θ and %50D

True0 <Rd , and less than 10% for 

015<θ and %30D

True0 <Rd . 
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(b) 
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(c) 
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Figure 7.3. Changes of diameter (a) at end-diastole and (b) at end-systole and (c) of pressure-

diameter slope from true values due to the ultrasound beam alignment issue. 

 

7.4 Discussion 

This study investigated the uncertainties in pressure, diameter and the pressure-diameter 

slope from the measured in vivo pressure-diameter curve in order to examine the usability of the 

in vivo pressure-diameter data. It is found that the uncertainties in pressure and diameter are 

small and acceptable, but the uncertainty in slope is relatively larger. The error coming from the 

ultrasound beam alignment issue can be negligible considering that the distance between the 
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ultrasound beam and the center of arterial tube is small and the tilted angle between the beam 

and the arterial tube is not large during the in vivo measurement by professional researchers. 

Therefore, it is acceptable to estimate the uncertainties in pressure, diameter and slope only from 

the measured pressure-diameter data with filtering on the diameter data. And the pressure-

diameter data can be used to compare to the model prediction. 

The data currently available are the pressure-diameter data of MPA in calf at the baseline 

condition, i.e., the local ambient pressure condition. However, such pressure-diameter curve is 

limited to a small pressure range and is approximately linear. Such piece of data is not believed 

to fully characterize the mechanical behavior of MPA and distinguish the constitutive arterial 

models. Thus, the comparison of pressure-diameter curve between measurement and model 

prediction is not shown here. Such comparison will be done when there are pressure-diameter 

data of MPA at lower pressure with vasodilator treatment and at higher pressure at hypoxic 

condition, and one best or most approximate constitutive arterial model will then be chosen to 

predict the collagen contribution to the pressure loading at the in vivo state. Such collagen 

contribution is then used to correlate to the PAH disease severity and it is believed that such a 

method from the mechanics point of view can be an important evaluation of the PH disease 

severity. 

 

7.5 Application to Clinical Studies 

After the correlation between PH disease severity and the collagen contribution in calf 

MPA has been established, we plan to apply the same concept to clinical studies on pediatric 

patients and to find out if such correlation exists in human beings. Pediatric patients are under 

routine cardiac catheterization in clinical studies at the Children’s hospital in Denver, CO, and 

the pressure-diameter data of MPA/right PA (RPA) at several pressure ranges and probably the 
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dynamic arterial thickness of MPA/RPA from the CMM-TDI image are obtained. These 

pressure-diameter data and/or the arterial thickness will be used to determine the material 

parameters in the arterial constitutive model for MPA/RPA, the model is then used to predict the 

collagen contribution in the physiological state. Note that the arterial constitutive model used for 

pediatric patients is the chosen one based on the study on the neonatal calf model as discussed in 

the previous sections in Chapter 7. It is believed that such model prediction of the arterial 

function could provide useful information about the disease state and be useful for the diagnosis 

of the PH disease. 
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Chapter 8 

 

Summary and Future Work 

 

 

8.1 Summary 

This dissertation evaluated the measurement of the pulmonary vascular input impedance 

in pediatrics with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) by examining the uncertainty in 

impedance and furthered the in vivo, in vitro, and modeling studies on the mechanical properties 

and behavior of the proximal pulmonary arteries (PAs) in animal models of pulmonary 

hypertension (PH). The whole work in this dissertation is illustrated in Figure 8.1 along with the 

related work to show the relation between the studies on pulmonary vascular function. 
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Figure 8.1. Big picture of the whole work in this dissertation. Solid blue boxes: finished projects; 

dash blue box: ongoing project. 

 

The whole work is summarized and concluded as follows: 
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(1) We utilized data from a large pediatric patient population to comprehensively 

examine the systematic and random error contributions to the total uncertainty in the pulmonary 

vascular input impedance and determined the least error prone methodology to compute 

impedance from among four different methods. We found that the systematic error contributed 

greatly to the total uncertainty and that one of the four methods had significantly smaller 

propagated uncertainty; however, even when this best method was used, the uncertainty could be 

large for input impedance at high harmonics and for the characteristic impedance modulus. 

Finally, we found that uncertainty in impedance between normotensive and hypertensive patient 

groups displayed no significant difference. It is concluded that clinical impedance measurement 

would be most improved by advances in instrumentation and the best computation method is 

proposed for future clinical use of the input impedance. 

(2) We investigated the arterial geometry, the residual stretches and the histology of 

proximal PAs in both adult rat and neonatal calf models of PH, compared their changes due to 

chronic hypoxia across the two different species, and proposed a two-layer mechanical model of 

the artery to relate the opening angle to the stiffness ratio of the outer to inner layer of the artery. 

We found that the proximal pulmonary arterial remodeling in the calves was quite different from 

that in the rat. In calves, only the arterial wall thickness increased and the opening angle and 

thickness fraction of the outer layer (collagen-rich) did not change significantly; while in rats, the 

arterial wall thickness, the inner diameter, and the outer layer thickness fraction all increased 

dramatically and opening angle decreased significantly. The proposed mechanical model 

predicted that the stiffness ratios of the calf proximal pulmonary arteries changed very little from 

control to hypertensive group, while the decrease of opening angle in the rat proximal pulmonary 

arteries in response to chronic hypoxia was approximately linear to the increase of the stiffness 
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ratio. It is concluded that the arterial remodeling in the rat and calf proximal pulmonary arteries 

is different and the change of opening angle can be linked to the change of the histological 

structure and the mechanics of the artery.  

(3) We examined the residual stretch and the in vivo circumferential stretch state in the 

main PAs (MPAs) in both control and hypertensive calves by using in vitro and in vivo artery 

geometry data, and investigated the impact of residual stretch and arterial remodeling on the in 

vivo circumferential stretch distribution and collagen engagement in MPA. We found that the in 

vivo circumferential stretch distribution in both groups was nonuniform across the vessel wall 

with the largest stretch at the outer wall, suggesting that collagen at the outer wall would engage 

first. It was also found that the circumferential stretch was more uniform in the hypertensive 

group, partially due to arterial remodeling from their hypoxic treatment, and that their onset of 

collagen engagement occurred at a higher pressure. It is concluded that the residual stretch and 

arterial remodeling have strong impact on the in vivo stretch state and the collagen engagement 

and thus the mechanical behavior of the calf MPA. 

(4) We proposed a method to quantify the appropriateness of the arterial constitutive 

models for proximal PAs by comparing the predicted and measured pressure-diameter curves in 

neonatal calf MPA and thus to find the best constitutive model. By using the constitutive model, 

we will examine the hypothesis that the collagen engagement in main PA and its contribution to 

carrying the pressure load in the physiological state is an index of the PH disease severity state in 

the neonatal calf model of PH. If this hypothesis is upheld in the neonatal calf model, we 

speculate that such relation between collagen contribution and the PH disease severity also exists 

in human being (especially pediatrics) and suggest this easy and efficient method for the 

diagnosis and treatment of PH in the clinical studies. 
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Overall, these investigations of pulmonary vascular function in PH from in vivo, in vitro 

and modeling studies in this dissertation can provide a better understanding of the functional 

changes of the entire pulmonary circulation, which in turn will be useful to the diagnosis and 

treatment of PH.   

 

8.2 Future Work 

Several further studies are proposed to more accurately and better characterize the 

pulmonary vascular function in PH. The ideas are listed as follows: 

(1) To study the cells’ mechanical behavior in the environment of the extracellular matrix 

both in vitro and in vivo in the normal and hypertensive conditions of the subjects to fully 

understand and characterize the mechanical properties and behavior of the proximal PAs by 

including the effect of the cells such as the endothelial cells, SMCs, fibrocytes, etc. (Stålhand et 

al., 2008). 

(2) To improve the in vivo pressure-diameter measurement in the proximal PAs 

especially the diameter measurement at high pressure range using CMM-TDI technique in order 

to better characterize the mechanical behavior of proximal PAs from the pressure-diameter curve 

in a large pressure range and for the validation of the arterial constitutive model. 

(3) To obtain the velocity distribution across the arterial tube rather than the velocity only 

at the middle line of the MPA along with the simultaneous pressure measurement such that the 

true instantaneous blood flow in MPA can be obtained for more accurate estimation of the 

pulmonary vascular input impedance and its associated uncertainty. 

(4) To develop devices for the in vitro inflation test on the short proximal PAs to validate 

the in vivo measurement of pressure-diameter curve and/or arterial wall thickness. 
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(5) To improve the existing arterial constitutive models or to develop a new model to 

better understand the mechanical properties and behavior of the artery especially the contribution 

of the individual arterial component (SMCs, elastin, or collagen) and for more accurate 

prediction of the mechanical behavior of the proximal PAs in the physiological state. 
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Appendix 

 

 

A. Inequality Constraints 

The strain-energy function (SEF) needs to satisfy the convexity condition for the material 

stability (Ogden, 2003). Therefore, the parameters in the SEF can not be chosen only based on 

the best fit to the experimental data. Holzapfel (2006) has provided a good study on the 

inequality constraints on the parameters. The convexity of anisoψ  in Equation (3.7) requires 

(Holzapfel, 2006) 

02

122211 >− ccc .                                                                       (A1) 

The fact that tensile strain results in a positive stress component in that loading direction leads to 

(Holzapfel et al., 2000; Holzapfel, 2006) 

                                 011 >c ,                022 >c .                                                       (A2) 

By considering the case in the biaxial tensile test which requires the positive stress components 

for the extension directions, Holzapfel (2006) showed that 

                                  012 >c .                                                    (A3) 

In the uniaxial tensile test, we can write 1

aniso

1

iso11 σσσ +=  and 2

aniso

2

iso22 σσσ += , where 

i

isoσ  and i

anisoσ  denote the stress components in i-direction contributed by the isotropic and 

anisotropic parts of the SEF, respectively. When the tissue is uniaxially loaded in 1-direction, the 

assumption of the collagen’s inability to sustain the compressive force requires 

     0
2

iso ≤σ ,       0
2

aniso ≥σ ,      0
1

aniso ≥σ .                                             (A4) 

Taking the neo-Hookean model (Equation (3.6)) as the isotropic part and the SEF (Equation (3.7)) 

as the anisotropic part and assuming the incompressibility condition, Equation (A4) can be 

rewritten as 
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Equation (A5) can be rewritten as 
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The substitution of Equation (A8) into Equation (A6) leads to 
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Equation (A9) results in one inequality constraint: 

                                  2212
2

1
cc ≥ .                                                                         (A10) 

Similarly, substitution of Equation (A8) into Equation (A7) results in 

                             1211
2

1
cc ≥ .                                                                          (A11) 

Equations (A10) and (A11) must be satisfied before Equations (A6) and (A7) are satisfied. 

However, the satisfaction of Equations (A10) and (A11) do not necessarily lead to the 

satisfaction of the corresponding Equations (A6) and (A7). Therefore, in our parameter fitting 

procedure, when the constraints (A10) and (A11) are satisfied, one more step will be needed to 

check the satisfaction of Equations (A6) and (A7).  

 Similarly, when the tissue is loaded in 2-direction, we have the inequality constraints: 

 1112
2

1
cc ≥ ,            1222

2

1
cc ≥ .                                                            (A12) 

Equations (A10)-(A12) can be written in a compact form as 
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B. Proof of Equation (3.16) 

SEF is written as a function of the three principal stretch ratios as:  

   ),,( 321 λλλψψ = .                                                                            (B1) 

Assuming the incompressibility condition, the Cauchy stresses are obtained from Fung (1965):       
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where p  is the local hydrostatic pressure. Now the energy function Equation (B1) can be 

reduced to two-dimensional form as 

),(),,( 21321 λλψλλλψ = .                                                                     (B3)   

Note that  
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With the incompressibility condition, 1321 =λλλ , 3λ  can be expressed as a function of 1λ  and 2λ , 

and we have 
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Similarly, 
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